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from the many advantages of the Across Personal Edition:
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From the President

Jiri Stejskal
President@atanet.org

First Person Singular

I have chosen to

use the
Ich-Form in my monthly column for
the first time in my tenure as ATA
president because I wish to be personal in taking leave of my office,
welcoming the new leadership, and
thanking many of you for working
with me and for supporting me. My
journey to the helm of our fine organization has been at times challenging,
but always exciting and rewarding. It
is my hope that I have given back at
least a small fraction of what I have
received.
I set out to examine the very reason
for our existence as an association two
years ago and launched a thorough
review of our bylaws. This review was
brilliantly executed by our incoming
president, Nick Hartmann, with the
support of dozens of volunteers,
including my predecessor, Marian S.
Greenfield. It is my hope that the
amendments presented to you for
voting will be received positively so
that our Association’s bylaws will
reflect new realities while retaining
our objectives, which I have reviewed
regularly in the pages of The ATA
Chronicle, with the aim of aligning
our efforts throughout the entire
organization.
I heartily welcome Nick Hartmann
as the new ATA president. The fact
that we both earned a doctorate degree
at the University of Pennsylvania is
but one of many things I quickly discovered we have in common. We also
share the same passion for language,
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strong ethics, and concern about the
well-being of our Association and you,
its members. But Nick also brings new
dimensions to the Association leadership. Like most of you, he is a practicing freelancer, and I have yet to
meet a more meticulous one. His

to be called, has not only provided a
tremendous support to me and many
others, but he has also been a great
mentor and facilitator of smooth and
effective communication and cooperation between the Board and the staff.
I hope to stay in touch with many of

My journey to the helm of our fine organization has
been at times challenging, but always exciting and
rewarding.
extraordinary cognitive and analytical
capabilities, together with precision of
expression, are great attributes of a
leader, and I am confident that he will
do a terrific job.
I am very grateful for the support I
received from hundreds of you, and I
would like to express my thanks for
all the work you have accomplished. I
thank all past and current Board members, division and local group leaders,
committee chairs and members, and
all other volunteers donating their
time and energy for the good of our
Association. I would also like to thank
ATA’s staff, whose members I have
gotten to know very well over the past
eight years. Our Executive Director,
Walter Bacak, or “Mooch” as he likes

you after I finish my eight-year tour of
duty as a member of ATA’s Executive
Committee later this month. I will continue serving our Association as a representative to FIT (Fédération Internationale des Traducteurs—International
Federation of Translators) and in other
capacities as well. To stay connected,
you can follow me on Twitter
(@cetrainc), you can read and contribute
to my blog at http://cetrainc.com, and
you can contact me at jiri@cetra.com. I
will do my best to nurture the relationships we have built over the years and to
serve our Association and our profession
in the years to come. I look forward to
seeing many of you at the upcoming
ATA Annual Conference and I wish the
best of luck to you all.

7

From the Executive Director

Walter Bacak, CAE
Walter@atanet.org

Upcoming Elections

Later this month,

ATA holds
its annual elections at the 50th Annual
Conference in New York City. For ATA,
odd-numbered years mark the election
of officers (president-elect, secretary,
and treasurer). The Association is fortunate to have a solid group of volunteers
leading the organization.
Thanks Jiri: With the upcoming elections, ATA President Jiri Stejskal
completes his term. His leadership,
drive for self-improvement, and business acumen have served the Board
and the Association well. His sense of
calm is remarkable. Even during the
most contentious Board discussions,
Jiri always kept his composure. He
was unflappable. He would steer the
Board through the issues without
pushing his point of view. His drive
for self-improvement is reflected in
his voracious reading of history, business, and management books and his
participation in a number of seminars
and conferences. He has applied the
knowledge and lessons learned from
these endeavors to ATA. Finally, ATA
benefited from his business acumen.
His company, CETRA, has been recognized by several business organizations in addition to being named to
the prestigious Inc. 5000—as one of
the top growing companies in the
U.S.—for the last two years. Thank
you for your time and service to ATA.
Welcome Nick: ATA is in good hands
as President-elect Nicholas Hartmann
takes office as president later this
month. Nick is currently on his
second stint on the Board. He served
in the late 1980s to mid-1990s as a
director and secretary. He then was reelected as a director in 2004, and
finally as president-elect in 2007. In
his latest work on the Board, Nick has
focused on improving, streamlining,

8

ATA is in good hands as President-elect Nicholas
Hartmann takes office later this month.
and updating the Association’s governance and communication. He led the
effort to review the bylaws and put
forward the proposed revisions to the
membership. Nick is a long-time
independent contractor. ATA is sure to
benefit from his keen insights on the
workings of the Association and his
extensive experience.
Special Note: ATA Treasurer Peter
Krawutschke completes his second
term this year. (According to ATA’s
bylaws, an individual may not serve as
treasurer for more than two full terms.)
Aside from his current position as treasurer, Peter has served as president and
president-elect. He was the 2008
Gode Medal recipient—ATA’s highest
honor—and is an ATA honorary
member. ATA has greatly benefited
from his dedication and commitment.
It has truly been a pleasure and an
honor to work with Peter.
In addition to having a new treas-

urer, we are guaranteed to see some
new faces on the Board. Director
Claudia Angelelli completes her
second three-year term. (Directors
may not run for more than two consecutive three-year terms.) Director
Lillian Novas Van Vranken opted not
to run. Both promise to stay active
with ATA. Thanks to both of you for
your service to ATA and the Board.
Director Gabe Bokor’s term is up;
however, he is running for treasurer
against Director Boris Silversteyn.
Thanks and good luck to both of you.
Elections: The proxies and supporting
election material were mailed early this
month to all voting members. Please be
sure to submit your proxy if you are
unable to attend the Annual Conference
in New York. For more information
about the candidates and elections,
please see www.atanet.org/member
ship/election2009.php.

Looking for continuing education events in your area?
Check out ATA’s online event calendar at
www.atanet.org/calendar.
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Opinion/Editorial

Ethical Codes: Where Are We?
By Diane Howard
Please note that ATA is currently
reviewing its Code of Professional
Conduct and Business Practices under
the auspices of the Ad Hoc Code
Review Committee. The committee is
engaged in reviewing and comparing
the codes of professional conduct,
ethics, and standards of practice
endorsed by various national,
regional, and local organizations
whose focus is translation and interpreting with an eye toward strengthening ATA’s current code. The
recommendations of the committee
will be shared with the membership
for discussion prior to adopting the
proposed changes. If you have any
comments, please contact Ad Hoc
Code Review Committee Chair Lois
Feuerle at LoisMarieFeuerle@cs.com.

Ethics are part of what defines
a profession. For us, as translators,
they guide our behavior in client relations, help determine what jobs to
accept, and even assist us in making
decisions while translating. While
some ethical imperatives remain constant—the Golden Rule comes to
mind—other ethical requirements
change over time and so require periodical review. In this article, we will
attempt such a review by looking at
ATA’s Code of Professional Conduct
and Business Practices in light of the
ethical codes of some other translator
associations and requirements of the
standards now governing the translation process.
The other codes referred to are the
British Institute of Linguists’ (IoL)
Code of Professional Conduct, the
Association of Translators and
Interpreters of Alberta (ATIA) Code of
Ethics, and the Australian Institute of
Interpreters and Translators (AUSIT)
Code of Ethics. This article will also
look at the Translator’s Charter from
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It is clear that continuing education of some type
is an ethical obligation.
the Fédération Internationale des
Traducteurs (FIT) and the new draft of
the Code of Professional Practice proposed by FIT Europe. (You can find
links to these codes on page 11.)

What Does the Translator
Need to Know?
Language Skills
The codes require that translators
have a certain level of language skill,
but define that level in different ways.
Most of the codes—including ATA’s—
simply assume an adequate source language level. IoL’s code is more
detailed, calling for “a sufficiently
advanced and idiomatic command of
the languages concerned,” while FIT’s
Translator’s Charter requires a “sound
knowledge” of the working languages.
The target language receives more
attention, with most codes recommending—with some caveats—translation into the translator’s language of
habitual use. While that recommendation is in line with received wisdom,
many translators working out of languages of limited diffusion feel that it
is discriminatory. In addition, subject
matter knowledge and translation
training can often trump native speaker
ability, particularly in the translation of
technical and informational texts.
Advertising texts, of course, should be
translated or reviewed by a native
speaker, but writing marketing material
is an art unto itself and should not
serve as the touchstone for translation
practices in general.

ATA’s “mastery equivalent to an
educated native speaker” is a nice way
around this problem, although “educated native speaker” is not a term
that can be readily defined. FIT
stresses that the translator “be a
master of [the language] into which
he/she translates.” That requirement
should remind novice translators that
translation is a form of writing in
which skillful use of the target language is the essential element.
Other Skills
All of the codes require translators
to work only in areas in which they
have the requisite subject area skills,
and also stipulate remaining up to
date with terminology, current usage,
and—from ATA’s code—the rather
vague “tools of my profession.” That
vagueness is matched by ATIA’s “new
techniques,” and further echoed by
“relevant tools” from the draft of the
Code of Professional Practice proposed by FIT Europe.
So what are we talking about when
we refer to skills? First, it is clear that
continuing education of some type is
an ethical obligation. Translators obviously need to maintain and improve
their language skills and keep up with
advances in their specialties. But
“tools and techniques” need further
clarification. Does this mean computer-assisted translation tools? Electronic dictionaries? Search strategies?
Is one falling down on one’s ethical
obligations by neglecting software
upgrades? IoL’s code requires ¬
9

Opinion/Editorial—Ethical Codes: Where Are We? Continued
translators to bring ambiguities in the
source text to the attention of the
client, which is what I am now doing.
Translation Skills?
The one type of skill not mentioned
in any of the codes is translation.
Knowledge of or training in translation techniques does not seem to be a
requirement for translators. Reading
the codes gives the impression that
translators are people who know two
languages and have subject area
expertise and access to the necessary
resource materials (as well as properly
upgraded software). The ability to analyze a source text, to apply translation
strategies, to articulate the translation
process—these elements are either
assumed or discounted.
For example, IoL’s code instructs
translators to “render a faithful translation of the source text,” adding that
this applies to “both meaning and register.” ATIA echoes the wording of
FIT’s Translator’s Charter: “Every
translation shall be faithful and render
exactly the idea and form of the original—this fidelity constituting both a
moral and legal obligation for the
translator.” The charter does say that a
faithful translation is not necessarily a
literal translation, but the view of
translation presented is clearly oriented toward the source text, that is,
toward creating a translation rather
than a text to be used in a specific
target culture situation. Setting out
such instructions as the ideal for
translation might be seen as contributing to giving translation a bad
name, as in “reads like a translation.”
Some translations—particularly those
to be used in court—should follow the
idea and form of the original, but most
translations should follow target text
conventions and be usable without
any reference to the original (i.e.,
people should not notice that an

10

instruction manual is a translation).
Trained translators know this, which
is an argument for including some sort
of translation training requirement in
the professional codes.

Relationships:
More Than Just the Client
Because ethics involve relationships, it would be impossible to be ethical in a void. Despite the feeling that
some freelancers may have occasionally, translators are not cut off from the
rest of humanity nor are they working

example, FIT’s charter states, “The
translator shall refuse to give to a text
an interpretation of which he/she does
not approve, or which would be contrary to the obligations of his/her profession.” This suggests that translators
need to consider the appropriateness
of what an end user might request and
to think about their obligations to
others involved: the author, for
example, and other readers who might
perceive the interpretation as a distortion. While client instructions are usually not problematic, ethical issues

Some translations—particularly those to be used in
court—should follow the idea and form of the
original, but most translations should follow target
text conventions and be usable without any
reference to the original.
in a vacuum. So, as translators, we
need to ask occasionally: Who are the
people in our network of ethics?
ATA’s code focuses on the responsibilities of the translator and client, but
the ethical web extends further than
that. In the other codes, mention is
made of society or the public, clients,
colleagues and other members of the
profession, professional bodies, the
author of the original work, and publishers. Translators do have obligations
to all those entities. However, ATA is
the only organization to refer to an end
user, and it is the “needs of the end
user(s)” that should serve as the overall
guideline for translation decisions.
I wrote the previous sentence with
some hesitation—hesitation that is
reflected in a few of the codes. For

sometimes do come up in the translation of the news and in preparing
material for lawsuits. The potential
for abuse should at least be acknowledged in the professional codes.
Several of the codes highlight obligations to other members of the profession. In FIT’s charter, this includes
refraining from “unfair competition”
and striving for “equitable remuneration.” At least one recent writer on professional ethics—Daniel Gouadec—
states flatly: “Professional translators
shall never accept payment clearly
below the going rate for any job.”1 In
light of recent pressures to lower
rates, as well as appeals for free translation via crowdsourcing, perhaps
compensation in relationship to professional standards should receive a
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bit more attention in the professional
codes. Meanwhile, translators should
remember that setting rates is not just a
matter between contractor and client,
but something that can potentially
affect other members of the profession.

Standards: New Areas to Consider
The standards now in place covering the translation process (e.g.,
ASTM F 2575-06 Standard Guide for
Quality Assurance in Translation,
CAN/CGSB-131.10-2008 Translation
Services, and EN 15038 Translation
Services) suggest at least two new
areas that need to be addressed by the
codes of ethics: the editing/revision
process and testing. Also, the standards agree that translation should
only be done after specifications or
instructions are in place. Because the
type of final translation is determined
by the specifications—and not by
fidelity to the source text—several of
the existing codes and FIT’s charter
need to be updated.
According to the standards, all
translations are to be reviewed by at
least one other person and often by
more. Because editors, proofreaders,
and other quality control people are
now an integral part of the translation
process (and are often translators
wearing other hats), they should be
covered by the professional codes.
Some areas that might be included are
correct communication among all
involved, preferential changes, and
staying current with language use (i.e.,
no playing “gotcha,” no pet peeves,
and please remember that what your
eighth-grade teacher said about
grammar probably isn’t true anymore). Ethical codes might also stress
that the role of the editor is not to compensate for the use of an untrained
(and probably poorly paid) translator.
The quality assurance process set
out in the standards is likely to ¬
The ATA Chronicle
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Links to Codes and Standards
ASTM F2575 - 06 Standard Guide for Quality Assurance in Translation
www.astm.org/Standards/F2575.htm

ATA Code of Professional Conduct and Business Practices
www.atanet.org/membership/code_of_professional_conduct.php

Australian Institute of Interpreters and Translators Code of Ethics
http://server.dream-fusion.net/ausit2/pics/ethics.pdf

Association of Translators and Interpreters of Alberta
www.atia.ab.ca/ethics.htm

Chartered Institute of Linguists Code of Professional Conduct
www.iol.org.uk/Charter/CLS/CodeofProfConductCouncil17Nov07.pdf

EN Standard 15038: Translation Services – Service Requirements
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EN_15038

European Committee for Standardization
www.cen.eu/cenorm/homepage.htm

Fédération Internationale des Traducteurs Europe, Draft
Code of Professional Practice
www.fit-europe.org/vault/deont/DraftCode-FIT-Europe-en.pdf

Fédération Internationale des Traducteurs, Translator’s Charter
www.fit-ift.org/en/charter.php
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Opinion/Editorial—Ethical Codes: Where Are We? Continued
lead to more testing as companies
bring their practices in line with the
stipulated procedures. Or, as a blog I
recently read put it, a tad inelegantly:
“Test translations—suck it up or step

compensated for tests. If the test is
unpaid, the passage should be short, I
would say no more than 300 words.
Those administering tests have an ethical obligation to provide candidates

Because ethics involve relationships, it would be
impossible to be ethical in a void.
aside.”2 Because tests are a fact of life
and involve an ethical relationship
between a translator and potential
client (and between a candidate and
evaluator), this is an area that should
be covered by the professional codes.
At the moment, none of the codes
explicitly address testing, although
ATA’s code contains the ambiguous
“[employers or contractors] will not
require translators or interpreters to do
unpaid work for the prospect of a paid
assignment.” I confess to not knowing
what the wording in ATA’s code
means. Are all unpaid tests included?
Only translations of passages over a
certain length? It is not clear.
Be that as it may, here are some
suggestions for ethical rules covering
tests. Preferably, translators should be

with clear instructions about the purpose—first, of the test (what exactly is
being tested), and second, of the translation to be done. Lastly, candidates
must be given the evaluation criteria
before the test. Also, anyone who has
taken an unpaid test is entitled to compensation in the form of feedback.
FIT Europe has already incorporated application of EN 15038 into the
Method and Procedures section of its
Draft Code of Professional Practice,
and one hopes that other organizations
will follow suit with reference to the
appropriate codes. As things currently
stand, translators are governed by
codes of ethics that are not entirely
consistent with the standards that set
out the translation process.
So, where are we? If we start with

Scam
Alert
Websites
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ourselves, our first ethical obligation
is to do the best work we can. That
requires ongoing efforts to improve
our language skills and subject area
expertise, and also our knowledge of
translation strategies and techniques.
Stepping outward, translators need to
maintain a sense that their relationship with the world is more complicated than just the translator-client or
translator-reviser relationship, and
that consideration of some of the
other players—end users in particular—can and should shape translation decisions. Finally, what we do in
our position as translators—including
the rates and working conditions we
are willing to accept—affects not just
ourselves but the profession overall.

Notes
1. Gouadec, Daniel. Translation as a
Profession (Amsterdam/Philadel phia: Benjamins, 2007), 238.
2. Medical Translation Blog (August
20, 2009), http://blog.fxtrans.com/
2009/08/test-translations-suck-itup-or-step.html.
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Pushing the boundaries.
Expanding productivity.

To expand your productivity, visit www.wordfast.com.

Wordfast, the world's # 1 provider of platform-independent Translation Memory solutions,
is pleased to bring you Wordfast Translation Studio—our next-generation TM software product suite.
Wordfast Translation Studio includes:
Wordfast Classic, the world's best translation solution for MS Word; and
Wordfast Pro, our game-changing standalone TM application
Combined, this suite of translation tools pushes the boundaries of conventional translation memory and provides an
all-encompassing solution that addresses the needs of translators, language service providers, and corporations worldwide.

ONLINE NOW
Translator Earnings Calculator
www.atanet.org/business_
practices/earnings_calculator.php
Calculate your potential earnings as a
translator or interpreter.

Serbian & Croatian – English

MEDICAL DICTIONARY
Over 52,000 entries
(24,000 headwords, 28,000 subentries, 1,726 abbreviations,
1,727 eponyms, also proprietary drugs and medical devices)
This 835-page, hardcover dictionary is the most extensive of its
kind in this language combination.
prepublication price until 12/31/09

$185.95
ATA’s Client Outreach Kit and
Skill Modules
www.atanet.org/client_outreach
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(plus sales tax for California sales)
shipping extra
PO Box 694, Banning, CA 92220
951-237-9122
www.jordanapublishing.com
jordana_publishing@verizon.net
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School
Outreach
Profile:
From
Shanghai to
Paris
By Lillian Clementi

A little enthusiasm

can take
you a long way.
In early August of 2008, ATA
member Claudia Dutra was in
Shanghai to attend the XVIII World
Congress of the Fédération Internationale des Traducteurs (FIT). An
active audience member at several sessions, she asked questions, made comments—and ultimately attracted the
attention of Clare Donovan, a research
professor in charge of an interpreting
program on the other side of the globe.
“She said she was impressed by
my enthusiasm and asked if I’d be
willing to speak to her students at the
Sorbonne,” Claudia recalls.

Blow Your Horn
“When it comes to foreign languages, most people in other countries
have a poor image of the U.S., so we
should communicate the areas where
we are doing well—like court and
medical interpreting,” says Claudia.
“The right to an interpreter is much
stronger in the U.S. than it is in the
ATA member Claudia Dutra (left) and Ecole supérieure d’interprètes et de traducteurs student Stéphane Jagger
attended hearings together last August at the Palais de
Justice in Paris.
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EU. And the EU doesn’t have anything like our credentialing program
or the resources offered by our associations. So I said yes.”

Even highly educated attorneys working with the courts
have no knowledge of Brazil. They still think it’s a
Spanish-speaking country.

April in Paris
Eight months later Claudia was in
Paris, making a School Outreach presentation to about 30 masters-level students in the Conference Interpreting
and Translation Studies program at
the Ecole supérieure d’interprètes et
de traducteurs (ESIT). “Their program focuses primarily on conference
interpreting,” Claudia said, “so I
designed my PowerPoint presentation
to familiarize the students with interpreting in the U.S. judicial system.”

Real-Life Examples
Using examples from her own
experience to illustrate key points,
Claudia covered four main areas:
• development of the Training and
Certification Program for Court
Interpreters in federal and state
courts in the U.S.;
• the role of associations and unions
in the interpreting profession;
• a court interpreter’s daily routine; and
• standards, procedures, and ethics
for interpreters.
The students came from all over
the world, Claudia recalls. “I asked
them if they were advocating for professional standards in Europe, and I
urged them to launch their own effort
for better credentialing systems,
ethics, standards, and procedures.”

Active Advocate
Claudia has also launched her own
advocacy efforts. “Clare has already
introduced me to someone who is
working on the right to an interpreter
The ATA Chronicle
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in the EU. They have a standard for
rights to translation, but their interpreting standard still isn’t complete.
I’d really like to work on that.”1

Journalist and Interpreter
An English£Portuguese interpreter, Claudia has worked with the
Massachusetts court system since
1996, and in 2003 became a full-time
staff interpreter with the Office of
Court Interpreter Services. Under the
active leadership of Gaye Gentes, the
Office currently employs 28 certified
full-time interpreters—19 for Spanish,
five for Portuguese, and one each for
Vietnamese, Khmer, Haitian Creole,
and Cape Verdean Creole—as well as
about 200 per diem interpreters. In
addition to covering some 1,500 cases
a year as a court interpreter, Claudia
contributes to interpreter training
through the Office of the Courts.
Claudia began her professional life
as a journalist in Brazil, and then
worked as a conference interpreter
before turning to judicial work.
Noteworthy conference assignments
included the UN’s 1992 Conference
on Environment and Development in
Rio de Janeiro.

Dispelling Misconceptions
Lately Claudia has begun to focus
her boundless enthusiasm on public
outreach. “I’m working on a documentary about Brazilian culture that I
hope will dispel the misconceptions
that many people have. Even highly
educated attorneys working with the
courts have no knowledge of Brazil.
They still think it’s a Spanishspeaking country.”

Eye-Opening Experience
And her School Outreach experience at ESIT has come full circle. Last
spring, one of the ESIT students wrote
to say that since Claudia’s presentation, she had begun attending hearings
in a local court and found it to be “an
eye-opening experience.” The two
struck up a correspondence, and in
August Claudia returned to Paris
where she attended court hearings
with her new protégée (see photo on
page 16).

Note
1. For some time, the European
Commission’s Directorate-General
for Justice, Freedom and Security
has felt the need to consult an
organization representing legal
interpreters and translators in the
EU. In response, a consortium of
academic and professional organizations proposed establishing the
European Legal Interpreters and
Translators Association (EULITA),
a new international nonprofit that
marks the first step toward a classification system, a code of ethics,
and standards and procedures for
legal interpreters and translators in
the EU. EULITA will be launched
during the “Aspects of Legal
Interpreting and Translation” conference slated for November 26-28
at Lessius University College in
Antwerp, Belgium. Claudia Dutra
has been invited and will attend.
For more information, visit: www.
lessius.eu/tt/nieuws/eulita/default.aspx.
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Let’s Talk: Trados and the
Google Translator Toolkit
By Jost O. Zetzsche

There is no

doubt—the situation
is tense. Within just weeks of one
another, the big-time market leader in
translation environment tools (TEnTs)
released a completely overhauled version of its Trados tool suite, and the
big-time market leader in pretty much
everything else released a TEnT of its
own, Google Translator Toolkit.
Jeromobot, the patron saint of the
modern translator whom I introduced
to readers earlier this year,1 felt there
was enough urgency to meet with me
and talk things over. Here is a transcript of our conversation.
Jeromobot: Thanks for meeting with
me. As the patron saint of the modern
translator, I guess I should be cheering
translators on, but there are so many
things happening right now on the
TEnT front that I really needed to talk to
someone who has looked at those tools.

18

The Google Translator Toolkit is an interesting tool
and it would be wise to continue watching it, but I
think that neither the tool vendors nor translation
agencies should be too worried.
Jost: Sure thing.
Jeromobot: So, with Google throwing
its hat into the ring, will we all be
going to translate.google.com/toolkit
and using the Google Translator
Toolkit from now on?
Jost: Nope, I really don’t think so. The
Toolkit is an interesting tool and it
would be wise to continue watching it,
but I think that neither the tool vendors

nor translation agencies should be too
worried. But let’s start from the beginning. Remember about a year ago when
news was leaked to the public about the
so-called Google Translation Center?
Jeromobot: Yeah, there was a lot of
uncertainty. The likes of ProZ suddenly
saw itself potentially going head-tohead with the behemoth Google, and so
did many translation agencies.
Jost: Right. ProZ actually launched a
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couple of new programs in response to
the “Google leak,” and there was a lot
of chatter among language services
providers (LSPs). And rightly so. The
focus of the Google Translation Center
as it was envisioned back then was
translation as well as project and
vendor management. Well, as it turns
out—whether as a response to all the
hoopla that was raised or because, well,
because it is Google—they scratched
those plans, and what they have now
released is totally different.
Jeromobot: So, no management capabilities anymore?
Jost: No, at least not in its current
form. Let me give you a quick rundown of what it actually is.
Jeromobot: Thanks, man.
Jost: Presently, the Google Translator
Toolkit—I’ll just call it GTT from
here on out—is free, but there apparently are somewhat vague plans to
charge users “whose translations
exceed high-volume thresholds.” But
honestly, I would be surprised if it ever
comes to that, because that would
mean that professional translators
were using it, and, in its current form,
that is not who will go for it.
When you open GTT, it presents
you with a rather well-designed frontend that allows you to do one of two
things: 1) upload an HTML, MS Word
2003, OpenOffice, text, or RTF file; or
2) specify a URL so that GTT can
upload the corresponding HTML
page. This is a rather meager selection
of file formats, if you ask me. When
you set the language in the next step,
you will quickly notice that there is
only one source language you can
choose: English. There are admittedly
a lot of possibilities for target languages—48 to be exact—but still, that
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alone sort of disqualifies it as a professional tool.
Jeromobot: Hmm. Not even Latin as
a source language, huh?
Jost: Nor as a target language!
Anyway, the next step is sort of interesting. Now you need to choose
whether this is a “shared” translation—that is, whether you are using
and contributing to a large anonymous
translation memory or whether you
would like to upload your own translation memory in TMX format. This is
the crux of the matter.
Jeromobot:
sharing?

Translation

memory

Jost: Exactly. Not only between you
and your co-workers, but also and
especially between you and Google.
Every time you upload an existing
translation memory or perform any
translation within GTT, the material
will be used by Google for the training
of its machine translation engine, even
if you declare your translation
memory to be “private,” and even after
you “delete” it. Maybe that is a good
thing, but it is sure something folks
need to be aware of—and I imagine
that your clients would like to know
about it as well.
Jeromobot: So what is the actual
translation work like?
Jost: Once you have set everything
up—by the way, you can also upload a
glossary, but only in a really complicated, nonstandard format—your original file is displayed on the left pane in
your browser. On the right side you can
see a pretranslated version of the file.
The pretranslated material comes
from the translation memory or memories first. If nothing is found there—

and even now, several months after
launch, the online translation memories do not seem to be particularly
well-fed—a machine translation with
Google Translate is performed. On the
top of your browser you can click on
a button—Show Toolkit—which will
open a new pane with four different
tabs: one for translation memory hits,
one for Google Translate’s machine
translation, one for the glossary, and
one for an anonymous dictionary.
According to which translation segment you highlight in the Target pane,
the different tabs will show the corresponding content—if any is found.
The file is more or less displayed
in WYSIWYG (what-you-see-iswhat-you-get) format, meaning that it
is displayed the way you would see it
in a browser or MS Word. Only when
you select an individual translation
segment is the WYSIWYG view of
that segment replaced with a text-only
view in which inline codes are displayed as numeric codes with curly
brackets—just as other TEnTs do.
Jeromobot: So the actual translation
work goes okay, or does it?
Jost: I guess, but it is very mouseheavy, which is kind of a pet-peeve of
mine. Also, many of the features that
we take for granted in professional
TEnTs—quality assurance, concordance searches, filtering, etc.—are not
there. The peer-to-peer quality assurance thing does not work that well
either. For instance, a couple months
ago, I accidentally added some
baloney to the public translation
memory, and it is still there—fortunately anonymously.
Jeromobot: So, no saving grace?
Jost: There are a couple of interesting
things. For instance, you can ¬
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Let’s Talk: Trados and the Google Translator Toolkit Continued
translate a Wikipedia page and upload
it right away, or you can cooperate in
real-time with someone on a document.
Jeromobot: Okay, so Google
Translator Toolkit seems to be more
for the occasional translator, but
Trados Studio 2009 is a whole different story, huh?
Jost: You could say that! And I do not
even know where to start to talk about
it. Well, how about a little history?

Synergy. It was a similar idea, but
much better built. Agencies liked it,
but experienced freelancers still did
not. Freelancers were frustrated with
early bugs, plus the process seemed to
be slightly convoluted for something
that could be done more quickly the
manual way.
So, this time around SDL tried a
much better approach. Rather than
working with the piecemeal of the
past 25 years, they simply redesigned
the application—or I should say, all
the applications—to fit into one inter-

done, I think that pretty much
everyone has spent some time
scratching their heads about this.
There was also some conflict on how
long Trados 2007 is valid if you
upgrade, but SDL also has been very
quick to respond to user concerns in
this area.
Jeromobot: Is this a new kind of SDL
that we see here?
Jost: Maybe. But I think it also shows
a bit of nervousness. See, to switch

Jeromobot: I like history!
Jost: Figures. Well, Trados has obviously been around for a while.
Twenty-five years to be exact.

We might just see more diversity in the tool market.

Jeromobot: Twenty-five years? I
thought you were going to talk history?
Jost: Well, are you the patron saint of
the modern translator or not?
Jeromobot: Okay, okay…
Jost: Anyway, in the past 25 years the
requirements for the translator have
changed, and Trados has always tried
to respond in some way. However, the
result was a real hodgepodge of tools
that were somehow connected, but you
really had to know this “somehow” to
make sense of it.
When Trados released version 5 in
the early 2000s, they tried to bind
everything together in a product
called Workspace—and failed badly.
The intention was good: to hide all the
separate applications and force the
user to use a top layer that connected
them all, but it did not work because it
was immature, users hated it, and
Trados quickly withdrew it. It took
them a few versions to come up with
a new attempt. This time it was called

20

face. MS Word as the main translation
editor is gone, the database structure
of translation memories has been
completely overhauled, and all the
pieces of the puzzle are accessible
from one really good-looking, intuitive interface.
Jeromobot: So this is really good
news, right?
Jost: I sure think so. There are some
caveats, though. Since Trados Studio
cannot do quite everything yet, it
comes as a dual version with the old
Trados 2007. Certain file formats—
PageMaker, Quark, Ventura, and
Interleaf—cannot be processed with
the new version yet, and alignment
also works only through the old version. This has contributed to a bit of
confusion with the licensing process.
You have to “return” your old license
to receive a new one for 2007, plus the
one for Trados Studio. While SDL is
doing its best to show users how it is

from Trados 2007 to Studio is quite a
big step. I would say it is quite a bit
bigger then the switch from older versions of Office to the revamped Office
2007. Competitors—Across, MemoQ,
Déjà Vu, and others—know this and
are pointing out that an actual product
switch to one of Trados’s competitors
may be just as easy as learning the
new Trados. And they may be right.
Jeromobot: Anything that SDL has to
say about that?
Jost: Well, they point to some of their
new features that they feel are real differentiators, and several truly are innovative. One is AutoSuggest, in which a
bilingual AutoSuggest dictionary from
existing translation memories is built to
suggest terms interactively as you translate. It is a very clever and effective productivity enhancer, though it is
important to keep in mind that you need
sufficiently large translation memories
for this, and that it does not work for
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Jeromobot, the patron saint of the modern translator, and Jost.
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean.
Another differentiator is that PDF
files are supported. It is not perfect, but
I was surprised to see how well it works,
especially on PDFs that originated in
MS Word, which is the only format to
which you can export the translated file.
Imported PDF files from more complex
formats such as InDesign require a lot
of work on the back-end, and files that
come from FrameMaker contain a lot of
tags, but this is still the best PDF support for translators on the market yet.
Additional cool features are a realtime and very thorough quality assurance feature, where problems are
displayed as you translate. This is a nice
preview feature for a number of formats—including, of course, MS Word
files—and better support for exchange
standards.
Jeromobot: Oh, I like the sound of
exchange standards.
Jost: Yes, I do, too. Any file to be translated is actually converted to XLIFF,
the translation file exchange format,
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which has finally become mainstream.
The termbase exchange format TBX is
also finally supported. I also think that
the new TMX format is better than the
previous one. One format I am still
missing in the new Studio is the segmentation standard SRX, and I am
really frustrated with the packaging
concept. As in its earlier incarnations—
Workspace and Synergy—translation
agencies can create packages that are
password-protected zip files that create
an artificial barrier to prevent the translator from working with other tools.
Jeromobot: Ouch!
Jost: I know! I also do not like the fact
that there is no true backward compatibility to Trados 2007.
Jeromobot: But overall your impression is really positive, right?
Jost: Absolutely. It is fascinating to
watch the market right now. It is a bit
like watching a gun duel in an old
Western. The LSPs and freelancers are

standing there waiting for the other
side to draw first—I mean, to update or
not, or to switch to another product.
Jeromobot: So what is going to
happen?
Jost: I think we might just see more
diversity in the tool market. That
would be the ideal scenario, especially
when you consider that the new
Trados is clearly better than before,
there are free and easily accessible
tools like GTT for the casual translator, and there are many other great
competing tools.
Jeromobot: Right on.

Note
1. Zetzsche, Jost O. “GeekSpeak: The
Old is Gone! The New Has Come!”
The ATA Chronicle (American
Translators Association, February
2009), 34.
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Preserving Nuance in
Chemical Nomenclature
Translation
By Roger Sayle

One of the great achievements
in the field of chemistry has been the
development of its nomenclature.
That the world around us contains a
multitude of substances with differing
properties has been known for centuries, but it is only with the relatively
recent arrival of molecular chemistry
that scientists are now fully able to
classify and characterize different
compounds. Where once medieval
alchemists could distinguish perhaps
a thousand different substances,
modern analytical chemistry can differentiate an unlimited number.
The need to communicate the
structures of these molecules has led
the field to develop its own specialized terminology and complex grammatical rules that attempt to give each
molecule a unique name. As the science of chemistry continues to
advance, so does its nomenclature.
Hence, one of the many challenges
faced by translators is the dynamic
nature of chemical terminology. For
instance, many names that were used
20 years ago differ from those used 10
years ago, which differ again from
those used today. Likewise, the names
used to identify chemicals can also
vary among scientific disciplines.
Scientific articles describing the same
drug may use one name in a medical
journal, a different name in a pharmacology journal, and yet another in an
organic chemistry journal. An understanding of the origins of these differences can often help when translating
a document or interpreting information from one language to another,
where frequently multiple valid terms
exist for a single molecule in both the
source and target languages.

Types of Names
To help readers start to understand
why there is so much variation when
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Figure 1

Chrysanthemic Acid (

)

Mucic Acid: (

like water, gold, copper, and urea. For
example, through basic necessity, all
human cultures have a need to denote
water, and the word used to represent
this element is universally among the
oldest words in any language. It is
interesting to observe that English
and Dutch use the same word for
water, reflecting their shared AngloSaxon roots. Likewise, Chinese and
Japanese use the same character for
water, , which predates the divergence of the two languages some
3,000 years ago. Similarly, many
Latin-based languages share similar
terms for water: aqua (Latin), agua
(Spanish), agua (Portuguese), acqua
(Italian), and apa (Romanian).
A common pitfall for translators is
when names are “common” in one
language but not in another. An
example is Japanese, where most
chemical nomenclature is translated
phonetically using katakana—the
more angular, less commonly used of
the two Japanese syllabaries—but
common names have their own Kanji
characters. An English-Japanese
translator needs to be aware that individual compounds, like chrysanthemic acid and mucic acid, are
exceptions to this rule. (See Figure 1.)
Due to the lack of regularity, common
names must be translated via a dictionary.

)

Figure 2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

English: 3-(4-methylsulfonylphenyl)-4-phenyl-2H-furan-5-one
Dutch: 3-(4-methylsulfonylphenyl)-4-phenyl-2H-furan-5-on
English: 3-(4-metilsulfonilfenil)-4-fenil-2H-furan-5-ona
French: 3-(4-méthylsulfonylphényl)-4-phényl-2H-furan-5-one
Kana: 3-(4-metylsulfonylfenyl)-4-fenyl-2H-furan-5-on
Polish: 3-(4-metylosulfonylofenylo)-4-fenylo-2H-furano-5-on
Hungarian: 3-(4-metilszulfonilfenil)-4-fenil-2H-furán-5-on
Russian: 3-(4-vtnbkcekmajybkatybk)-4-atybk-2H-aehfyjy-5
Japanese: 3-(4)-4-2H5• Chinese: 3-(4)-4-2H-5-

it comes to naming chemical compounds, let me start by introducing a
broad categorization of the major
naming styles used in chemistry. This
list is not exhaustive, as many small
branches of chemistry continue to use
their own terminology internally.
However, the descriptions will high-
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light the tensions between naming
conventions and explain why the field
continues to evolve.
Common Names
Common names are those of
ancient origin that predate any attempt
at standardization. They include words

Systematic Names
Systematic names use internationally standardized terminology and
grammar to constructively describe
molecules. Examples include methane,
ethane, propane, and butane. These
“rational” names lie at the opposite
end of the chemistry nomenclature
spectrum from common names. For
example, in fully systematic nomenclature, “oxidane” is used instead
of “water.”
A truly remarkable achieve- ¬
23

Preserving Nuance in Chemical Nomenclature Translation Continued
ment of the International Union of
Pure and Applied Chemistry’s
(IUPAC) international standardization
of fully systematic names is that it uses
what is in effect a phonetic language.
Although compound names may look
very different when written down, for
example, using non-Latin character
sets, the spoken or pronounced form is
often recognizable to chemists around
the world. A Japanese speaker at an
academic conference reciting an
IUPAC systematic name will often be
understood by a native English-,
German-, or Russian-speaking chemist.
(See Figure 2 on page 23.) A person

the Latin word for ant, formica. The
French, acide formique, Spanish ácido
fórmico, and Romanian acid formic all
follow the same Latin root. In German
it is called ameisensäure (the German
for ant is ameisen); in Polish it is kwas
mrówkowy (from the Polish word for
ant, mrówka); in Hungarian it is
hangyasav (from the Hungarian word
for ant, hangyák); and in Swedish it is
myrsyra (from the Swedish word for
ant, myra). The name “lactic acid” in
English is derived from milk, leading
to the German milchsäure and the
Swedish mjölksyra. The English name
“butyric acid” is derived from

Trade names pose an interesting challenge for
translators and interpreters, as the same medicines
may be sold under different brand names
geographically, even within the same language.
does not have to be a linguist to recognize that the combinations in Figure 2
all name the same chemical structure.
Traditional Names
Traditional names are the result of
early attempts to standardize chemistry in the 1800s. The birth of modern
chemical nomenclature is considered
to be the pioneering work of Antoine
Lavoisier and his colleagues, who first
published a list of chemical elements
and a set of naming recommendations.
Lavoisier’s work introduced a number
of underlying principles that were
shared but translated differently
between languages.
For example, look at the terms
formic acid and lactic acid. The
English “formic acid” is derived from

24

“butter,” leading to the German buttersäure and the Swedish smörsyra.
Modern Names
Modern names, such as those given
by IUPAC and the Chemical Abstract
Service (a division of the American
Chemical Society), are perhaps the
most common names found in scientific literature, patents, supplier catalogues, and government legislation.
These are effectively a pragmatic compromise between the unambiguous
ideal of “systematic names” and the
national “common names” and “traditional names” historically used by
chemists. As with adopting the metric
system, the difficult task of reforming
and standardizing chemical nomenclature cannot be done overnight. Indeed,

Figure 3

• IUPAC Name:
N-(4-hydroxyphenyl)
acetamide
• Traditional name:
N-(p-hydroxyphenyl)
acetamide
• Systematic Name:
N-(4-hydroxyphenyl)
ethanamide
• Africa, Asia, Central
America, and
Australasia Trade Name:
Panadol
• U.S. Trade Name:
Tylenol
• USAN: acetaminophen
• INN: paracetamol

the ongoing process is gradual and has
already taken several decades.
IUPAC’s rules for organic chemistry
are regularly revised and published,
most recently in 1957, 1965, 1971,
1979, and 1993 (and a new manuscript
is in preparation). Chemical nomenclature is becoming more systematic
with each iteration.
For example, when I was in high
school in the U.K., I was taught to use
the name “propan-2-one” instead of
the former traditional name, “acetone,” which was used by the previous
generation. I was also taught to spell
“sulphur,” whereas the current generation is now being taught to use the
word “sulfur.” IUPAC allows both the
traditional prefixes “chloro” and
“bromo” and the equivalent systematic prefixes “chloranyl” and “bro-
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manyl.” (IUPAC currently continues
to prefer the former, but the switch to
the systematic form is probably
inevitable within a generation or two.)
Trade Names
Trade names are the proprietary
marketing names given to chemicals
by manufacturers and vendors.
Examples of trade names include
Zantac, Lipitor, and Viagra. These
names pose an interesting challenge
for translators and interpreters, as the
same medicines may be sold under
different brand names geographically,
even within the same language. The
headache tablet sold as Tylenol in the
U.S. is sold under the name Panadol
in much of the world, though it is
commonly referred to by its scientific
name, paracetamol, in the U.K.
Scientific Names
Scientific names are nonproprietary, and are given to drugs and other
chemicals by standards organizations
as a convenient shorter name for a
widely used (i.e., marketed) compound. These names are commonly
used in scientific publications and
prescriptions to avoid specifying a
particular trade name or formulation.
Examples of scientific names include
ranitidine, atorvastatin, and sildenafil
(Zantac, Lipitor, and Viagra, respectively). Unfortunately, although
efforts are made to standardize drug
names internationally, the names are
assigned by different authorities, so
they sometimes differ. In the U.S., scientific names are called United States
Adopted Names (USAN), and are
assigned by the USAN Council,
which consists of the American
Medical Association, the United
States Pharmacopeial Convention,
and the American Pharmacists
Association. In the U.K., they are
called British Approved Names (BAN
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names), and the World Health
Organization assigns International
Nonproprietary Names (INN names) in
English, Latin, French, Russian,
Spanish, Arabic, and Chinese. For
example, Tylenol’s USAN is “acetaminophen,” but its INN and BAN is “paracetamol.” (See Figure 3 on page 24).

Preserving Nuance
Typically, there are many synonyms for a chemical name in both
the source and target languages.
Choosing which synonym is most
appropriate depends upon the context,
which introduces a degree of subtlety,
tone, and meaning to a translation.
For some tasks, the goal may be to
bring the document up to date by

Japanese (
versus
); and
Chinese (
versus
).
The challenge is when one form is
preferred over another nationally. For
example, the traditional name is more
common in English, whereas the systematic name is more prevalent in
Chinese. Some languages fail to preserve these distinctions, making the
translations from one to the other lose
some of their meaning. For example,
the element “mercury” in English has
the archaic common name of “quicksilver,” which can be preserved in
Spanish as azogue rather than mercurio, but it is a distinction that is lost
in many languages, such as German,
where both become quecksilber. To
return to our Tylenol example, the

Subtle changes in hyphenation, spacing, and
capitalization can denote completely different
compounds.
using the names currently recommended for a particular field. For
other tasks, the goal may be to render
a translation that is faithful to the
original, thereby preserving the flavor
of the text (akin to preserving “thou
dost” in Shakespearean literature).
As an example, the names “acetic
acid” and “ethanoic acid” both
describe
the
same
molecule,
“CC(=O)O,” the first being the commonly used traditional name and the
second being the systematic name.
This distinction is preserved in many
languages,
including
German
(Essigsäure versus Ethansäure); Dutch
(azijnzuur versus ethaanzuur); Polish
(kwas octowy versus kwas etanowy);

more up-to-date way to write this in
Chinese would be “N-(4)
,” but “N-(
)
”
is the more traditional name.
One significant cause for the differences in chemical nomenclature forms
among languages is the inevitable
delay in translation and adoption of
IUPAC standards. As the preferred
chemical naming standards continue to
evolve in English, there is an unfortunate lag with their implementation and
adoption in other languages. This
leads to some translations appearing
dated and quaint. For example, the
Chinese form of “methyl benzoate” is
, which is literally a translation of the more traditional ¬
25

Preserving Nuance in Chemical Nomenclature Translation Continued

Figure 4

Phenyl acetate

Phenylacetate

Figure 5

“benzoic acid methyl ester.”
A final subtle example of nuance in
chemical nomenclature is the effect of
dialect. Even in the English language,
British, Canadian, and Australian
chemical names differ from American
chemical names. For example, the list
below shows the names of elements in
traditional British versus American
spellings. The International entry
describes the “International English”
IUPAC-preferred spelling, which is
required for world patent filings.
• American:
Sulfur, Aluminum, Cesium

N-butylsulfinimidoylacetic acid

n-butylsulfinimidoylacetic acid

Figure 6

• British:
Sulphur, Aluminium, Caesium
• International:
Sulfur, Aluminium, Caesium

Examples of Complications
Pyrrolidine

Pyrrolizine

(V)

PH5

Phosphorane

Fluorescin
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Phospholane

Fluorescein

The near infinite number of possible
molecules, each potentially with several
names, limits the traditional use of dictionaries. Whilst technical lexicons can
be helpful for commonly occurring substances, they are of limited use in “composition of matter” chemical patents,
which by definition must describe a
novel compound. Each such patent can
frequently claim many millions of novel
chemical structures, making it exceptionally unlikely that any names the
patent contains would previously have
been translated. This same issue also
limits the utility of software based on
translation memories, where chemical
names are rarely reused in many
documents.
A significant source of complications in translating chemical nomenclature is that the lexical structure and
morphology of IUPAC compound
names are often very different from
those of the source language. For
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example, words are typically broken
by spaces or punctuation in an
English text. In IUPAC names, separate lexemes, such as “acet” and
“amide” in “acetamide,” are not separated by spaces, and full names often
contain
spaces,
punctuation,
numerals, brackets, superscripts, and
even Greek characters. Subtle
changes in hyphenation, spacing, and
capitalization can denote completely
different compounds. Typically, translation memory-based software will
need special rules to correctly identify
the start and end of each name.
An example of the significance of
spacing is that the chemical name
“phenyl acetate” denotes a different
molecule from that specified by
“phenylacetate.” (See Figure 4 on
page 26.)
An example of the significance of
capitalization is that “N-butylsulfinimidoylacetic acid” represents a different chemical structure than
“n-butylsulfinimidoylacetic acid.”
(See Figure 5 on page 26.)
An example of an interesting minor
technical annoyance is the Chinese use
of symbols used to denote elements. In
Chinese, every element has its own
character, requiring new symbols to be
added to the character set as new heavy
elements are discovered. This moving
target means that elements over atomic
number 104, such as seaborgium, fail
to be displayed correctly in Web
browsers or to be handled correctly in
translation software. The reason: traditional Chinese characters were added
only to version 3.1 of the Unicode
standard (2001), and simplified
Chinese characters have yet to be
added (as of the most recent version
4.1 of the Unicode standard, 2005).
A potentially more serious cause
for concern is that some languages are
unable to express real distinctions
found in chemical compounds in
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Due to the lack of regularity, common names must be
translated via a dictionary.
English, resulting in unavoidable
ambiguities. Examples of this in
Japanese are shown in Figure 6 on
page 26.

Obfuscation of Chemical Patents
Usually, the task of a translator is to
produce a rendition that a native
speaker can understand easily. Perhaps
a unique exception to this rule is the
task of translating patents. A patent is
an exclusive monopoly granted by the
state to an inventor (or his assignee) for

a limited time in exchange for disclosure of an invention. Although patents
require disclosure in sufficient detail
for a person skilled in the art, there is
no obligation to make the task easy or
to limit the amount of “skill” required.
In chemistry, this practice dates back to
medieval alchemists, who first introduced chemical nomenclature to hide
their work and its results from lay folk
and competing alchemists. It is not
unusual for pharmaceutical patents to
use extremely broad and generic ¬

Figure 7

Original Japanese:
5-(4-[3-4-(3-2-

)-

]-6-

)

Official English Translation:
5. –(4-[aniline [ the 3-chloro- 4 –(3-fluoro benzyloxy)- ]]-6- chinae-cortex
ZORINIRU)- franc 2-carbaldehyde
Correct English Translation:
5-(4-[3-chloro-4-(3-fluorobenzyloxy)-anilino]-6-quinazolinyl)-furan-2carbaldehyde
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Preserving Nuance in Chemical Nomenclature Translation Continued
titles, such as “therapeutic compounds,” making the titles alone almost
useless for searching and indexing.
Pharmaceutical patents also take
advantage of the ability to assign several different names to a single compound or molecule. There are
examples of a single patent document
using four or five different names for
the same compound, none of which are
the official IUPAC-preferred name.
The use of obfuscation in patent filings leads to two goals of translation:
1) translating competitor patents so
that they are understandable to the
client; and 2) translating client
patents so that they are difficult for
competitors to understand. For
example, under the European Patent
Convention, European patents may
be filed in one of several languages,
and the filing language may be
chosen based on the ease with which
it can be translated and understood
by a competitor.

nomenclature, which describe the
latest standards for naming molecules
in English, available at http://old.
iupac.org/reports/provisional/abstract
04/BB-prs310305/CompleteDraft.pdf.
One convenient feature of these translations is that once a translator of
chemistry is familiar with one version, finding the equivalent section in
another language is much easier.

Dieter Hellwinkel: Hellwinkel’s
excellent textbook on chemical
naming, Systematic Nomenclature of
Organic Chemistry: A Directory to
Comprehension and Application of its
Basic Principles, is available in both
English and German versions.
Wikipedia: Another excellent resource
for information is Wikipedia and its

Related Links
American Chemical Society
www.acs.org

International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry
www.iupac.org

American Medical Association
www.ama-assn.org

International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry Nomenclature Books

Resources for Translators

American Pharmacists Association

www.chem.qmul.ac.uk/iupac/bibliog/books.html

So what are some resources for terminology for translators and interpreters working in this field? Space
restrictions do not permit me to list
them all, but here are a few to get you
started. (Make sure to check out additional publications and websites listed
on page 29.)

www.aphafoundation.org/home/index.cfm

Chemical Abstracts Service

United States Pharmacopeial
Convention

www.cas.org

www.usp.org

European Patent Convention

World Health Organization

www.epo.org/patents/law/legal-texts/epc.html

www.who.int/en

IUPAC: An extremely useful resource
for translators is the official national
translation of IUPAC’s naming recommendations. Once an IUPAC standard
is ratified internationally, it may officially be translated into other languages. A list of current translations
may be found at IUPAC’s Nomenclature Books website, www.chem.
qmul.ac.uk/iupac/bibliog/books.html.
Another great online resource is
the current draft of IUPAC’s provisional recommendations for organic
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various translated forms. Many frequently occurring molecules of industrial or scientific interest now have their
own Wikipedia pages, and the translations of these pages provide an unparalleled resource.
Translators need to be cautious
when using online resources. Unfor tunately, the current state-of the-art in
machine translation is frequently
tripped up by the unique properties
of chemical nomenclature. The
SYSTRAN system, used by Google
and Yahoo! translation services, currently translates the Japanese systematic name for caffeine, from “1,3,7-2,6” as
“1,3,7- 2,6- trimethyl pudding –
dione” instead of “1,37-trimethylpurine-2,6-dione.” Even the English
translations provided by the Japanese
patent office are nonsensical, as
demonstrated by the example in
Figure 7 on page 27 for Japanese
Patent Number 2008-50363.
Whilst the situation is beginning to
improve with the first generation of
software tools specializing in the translation of chemical nomenclature, the
need to preserve nuance as described
in this article will restrict the utility of
these software packages to the area of
machine-assisted translation.

Recommendations and Many Trivial
Names (EPFL Press, 2007).
Fox, Robert B., and Warren H. Powell.
Nomenclature of Organic Compounds: Principles and Practice,
2nd Edition (Oxford University
Press, 2001).
Hellwinkel, Dieter. Die Systematische
Nomenklatur der Organischen
Chemie: Eine Gebrauchsanweisung
(Springer-Verlag, 2006).
Hellwinkel, Dieter. Systematic Nomen clature of Organic Chemistry: A
Directory to Comprehension and
Application of its Basic Principles
(Springer-Verlag, 2001).
International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry. Nomenclature of Organic
Chemistry: Sections A, B, C, D, E, F,
and H. Edited by Rigaudy, J., and S.
P. Klesney (Pergamon Press, 1979).
International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry. A Guide to IUPAC Nomen clature of Organic Compounds,
Recommendations 1993. (Blackwell
Scientific, 1993).
Mitchell, A. D. British Chemical
Nomenclature (Edward Arnold &
Co., 1948).
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ATA: Looking Back Through Words

50
Years
1959 – 2009

To help commemorate ATA’s 50th anniversary, we will periodically take a peek through the Association’s archives to
examine the topics that have inspired our members through the years. In 1984, in honor of ATA’s 25th anniversary, Anna
Lilova, then-president of the International Federation of Translators (FIT), delivered the following speech to members
during ATA’s Annual Convention in New York on September 21, 1984. The transcript was later printed in the JanuaryFebruary 1985 issue of The ATA Chronicle.

ATA at 25
I have the pleasant opportunity
of greeting you on behalf of the
International Federation of Translators’ (FIT) Bureau and Council.
This is a quarter of a century during
which an association of translators and
interpreters has existed in the U.S., a
quarter of a century full of efforts,
work, and endeavor for reaffirming the
translator’s profession and your place
within the culture of your people.
ATA now lives in its maturity. Its
membership has increased while the
gamut and the range of the basic directions of its activities have broadened.
The requirements of quality translation
have been heightened, as well as the
degree of professional and scientific
training of translators and interpreters.
All this is indicative of ATA’s professional and creative possibilities, of
its capability to respond by its activity
to the interests and the needs of
national culture, as well as its ability
to put forward the problems connected
not only with the present day but also
with the tomorrow of translation.
ATA’s national activity has been a
prerequisite for its cooperation within
the framework of FIT for many years.
The Federation cherishes with great
respect ATA’s work and achievements.
The Federation also expresses gratitude for the assistance rendered to it by
ATA’s representatives to its governing
bodies, like Henry Fischbach and Kurt
Gingold. They have made their personal contribution to the strengthening
and promotion of the Federation.
Dear friends, you are the representatives of a great national literature
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written in the most widespread language in the world today, which is
translated and is famous for its great
writers—both classics and contemporary American authors of scientific literature and fiction. In translation, they
meet today with a broad reception in
the national cultures of many nations.
Facts have shown that translations of
the works by outstanding American
poets like Walt Whitman and Emily
Dickinson, by the past masters of
prose, such as Mark Twain, O. Henry,
Steinbeck, and Hemingway, and by
playwrights like Arthur Miller and
Tennessee Williams are a standard for
the mastery and the talent of translators in any national culture that renders these works into its own
language. At the same time, these
translations are an important feature
of the degree of a culture’s development and its capability of continuity.
It is a long way from Europe to
New York. The day becomes longer
and the night shorter—time changes
its rhythm. But this long geographic
distance is bridged. The history and
the present of your country, the yearnings and the dispositions of your
people, become comprehensible to
other nations through the works of
these talented representatives of
American culture.
Facts have also brought out the
favorable processes of the increasingly
closer contact and mutual enrichment
of American and European literature.
It is pleasant to note that the literary
achievements of great national cultures have been well met and are

known in your country. You are faced
today with the task of making known
to the American reader the spiritual
pinnacles of the ancient and modern
works of a number of other nations,
both big and small.
We live in the age of scientific and
technological revolution, of the developed means of communication. But if
people are to gain insight from these
achievements, to appreciate them in
their overall importance for mankind
as a whole, they must get to know
them. Today, the scientific vision of
the world forms the basic part of the
genuine culture of our time. This is
also the fundamental mission of the
translation of scientific and technical
literature—to be the thoroughfare for
the exchanges of discoveries and
ideas, to be the link between the best
intellects in science, to be a bridge of
its advancement to the future.
Naturally, it should be added that as
human history has shown, in our age
people cannot renounce the spiritual
values and beauty, and they cannot do
without the feeling embodied in the
works of literature and art, just as they
cannot do without the sun or without
water. The different paths followed by
the translators of scientific literature and
those of fiction lead to a single aim—by
their work to make people better, more
reasonable, wiser, and more humane.
Dear friends, may your anniversary
mark the beginning of new constructive decisions and challenges—the
beginning of your efforts for the wellbeing of our profession.
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ATA Certification Exam Information
Upcoming Exams
California
San Diego
March 13, 2010
Registration Deadline:
February 26, 2010

Indiana
Fort Wayne
March 20, 2010
Registration Deadline:
March 5, 2010

Argentina
Buenos Aires
March 27, 2010
Registration Deadline:
March 12, 2010

All candidates applying for ATA certification must provide proof that they
meet the certification program eligibility requirements. Please direct all
inquiries regarding general certification information to ATA Headquarters at
+1-703-683-6100. Registration for all certification exams should be made
through ATA Headquarters. All sittings have a maximum capacity and
admission is based on the order in which registrations are received.
Forms are available from ATA’s website or from Headquarters.

New Certified Members
Congratulations! The following people have successfully passed ATA’s certification exam:
Arabic into English
Tageldin I. Omer
Springfield, VA

Bryan H. Parr
Washington, DC

French into English

David P. Winterstein
Hillsboro, OR

Russian into English

Spanish into English

John W. Riedl
Milwaukee, WI

Bruce A. Morita
Ann Arbor, MI

Mary Kenney
Portage, MI

Translator Tales: An Oral History Project
What was your most interesting job? How did you begin? What do you like best about your work?

Translator Tales,

an oral history project, has been created to record the individual stories of translators and interpreters
in their own words. The result will be a unique audio library of “tales” archived and available online.
Originally developed by McElroy Translation, the first stage of the oral history project got underway at ATA’s 49th Annual
Conference in 2008. Interviews with conference attendees were recorded in the Exhibit Hall, and all those who participated
expressed enthusiasm for the project. The project was officially named Translator Tales and plans were made to continue the
interviews at future events.
This spring, ATA became a co-sponsor with McElroy Translation in the Translator Tales project. The goal of bringing translation
and interpreting careers to life through personal stories is important to the profession and one that the Association believes
deserves support. Translator Tales will become a public record of stories, preserved in a database maintained by McElroy and
made available on both ATA’s and McElroy’s websites at no cost.

Record Your Story
McElroy will continue to build its database of recorded interviews at ATA events around the country. This is a wonderful way to
leave a legacy. If you are a translator or interpreter with an interesting story, do not miss this opportunity to contribute your
unique experience to this collective history!
To listen to the first set of interviews and to learn where future interviews will be conducted, visit www.atanet.org/careers/trans
lator_tales.php and www.mcelroytranslation.com/knowledge/translatortales.
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Business Smarts Ten Golden Rules for Making the
Most of a Freelance Business
This marks the last

of the
Business Smarts columns. Beginning
with the November/December issue,
Judy Jenner has graciously volunteered
to offer up equally useful tips on business practices in a new column,
“Entrepreneurial Linguist.” Judy is no
stranger to the pages of this magazine,
having published several articles of
interest to entrepreneurs in the past
year. Some of you might also be familiar
with her blog, Translation Times
(www.translationtimes.blogspot. com),
or with her work as vicepresident of the Nevada Interpreters
and Translators Association. We are
really excited that Judy has agreed to
share her expertise, and look forward to
learning about new ways to work better
and smarter. We want to take this opportunity to thank readers for helping to
shape this column over the past three
years with your thought-provoking
questions and comments.
For this last edition, instead of
answering a reader’s question, we offer
10 rules for success as a freelance
translator or interpreter.
1. Keep Your Office Organized
No matter how big your workspace,
keep it organized so you can focus.
Throw out the clutter, keep your desk
free of unnecessary papers, and file
important papers using a meaningful
system. Your computer is a crucial part
of your workspace as well. To be efficient, you need a clean e-mail inbox and

Comments?
ATA members can discuss business issues online
at the following Yahoo! group:
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/
group/ata_business_practices. You will
need to register with Yahoo! (at no charge) if
you have not already done so, and provide your
full name and ATA member number in order to
join the group.
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a concise file structure that lets you find
what you are looking for easily.
2. Use Time Wisely
Most people are at their peak productivity in the morning. Plan accordingly
and schedule your most challenging
project work during your most productive hours. Other chores such as filing
paperwork, billing, or organizing can
be done at times when you are too
tired to do your best translation work.
Keep interruptions to a minimum and
switch off instant messaging and other
bells and whistles when you need to
get work done.
3. Keep up with Professional
Developments
Our profession keeps evolving. New
products and methods are introduced,
and trends in other industries affect the
work of translators and interpreters. It
is important to know about these
developments so you can respond
appropriately and keep your marketing
strategy fresh. Stay informed by
reading professional publications and
blogs, and network regularly with colleagues to find out what is going on.
4. Outsource
Consider outsourcing non-translation
chores and responsibilities that keep
you from doing your work. Let
someone else clean your house, deal
with your taxes, or watch your children. You can be most efficient by concentrating on your job while other
people do theirs.
5. Stay on Top of Billing and
Financial Data
No matter how busy you are or how
many projects are crossing your desk,
do not forget to bill clients promptly
and to keep accurate records of all
invoices. Small business owners who

do not bill promptly are cheating
themselves out of their hard-earned
money and risk cash flow shortages.
When it comes to following up on a
delayed payment, precise notes about
the date, amount, and project order
number of an invoice save lots of time
and make a professional impression.
6. Review Your Rates Regularly
Pricing review is part of small business management and should be taken
very seriously. Your pricing has to
appropriately reflect factors such as
the Cost of Living Index, taxes, insurance, your cost of doing business, but
also your level of specialization and
years of experience. If you need to
increase your rates, plan ahead and
notify your clients well in advance.
7. Plan Strategically
Set aside some time from your day-today project work to think about the
future of your business. What will be
your professional standing in five or
ten years, and how will you achieve
that? Which types of projects do you
find especially enjoyable and how can
you get more of them? Would you
benefit from specific training or certifications?
8. Be Picky About Your Clients
Choose your clients well. Once you
find clients who appreciate your work
and respect you enough to establish a
good working relationship, put all of
your effort into keeping them. Do not
waste your time with clients who do
not seem interested in quality concerns or cannot be bothered to pay on
time.
9. Save for Retirement
Make sure to put money aside for your
retirement. There are many options for
small business owners to save for retire-
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ment in tax-deferred accounts. If you
are not sure where to start, talk to a
financial planner or an advisor at your
bank. Keep in mind that you may not
want to compete for projects with much
younger colleagues once you are 70.

10. Take Time to Play
Do not allow your business to consume all of your time and energy. Say
no to late-night and weekend jobs
whenever you can and spend time with
your friends and family. Put the “free”
in freelance. Get out of your office
often and enjoy life.
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Visit the ATA Calendar Online

Upcoming Events

www.atanet.org/calendar/
for a more comprehensive look at upcoming events.

November 11-14, 2009

November 28-29, 2009

April 22-24, 2010

American Literary Translators Association
Annual Conference
Pasadena, CA
www.utdallas.edu/alta

Organización Mexicana de Traductores
13th International Translation and
Interpretation Congress
Guadalajara, Mexico
www.omt.org.mx/congreso.htm

American Translation & Interpreting
Studies Association
“The Sociological Turn in Translation and
Interpreting Studies”
New York City, NY
www.atisa.org

November 13-14, 2009
International Association
Language and Business
Swiss Association of Translators,
Terminologists and Interpreters
34th IALB-ASTTI Conference
Geneva, Switzerland
www.ialb-astti.org/en/index.html

November 20-22, 2009
American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages
Annual Convention and
World Languages Expo
San Diego, CA
www.actfl.org
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December 27-30, 2009
Modern Language Association
125th Annual Convention
Philadelphia, PA
www.mla.org

October 27-30, 2010
American Translators Association
51st Annual Conference
Denver, CO
www.atanet.org

February 3-6, 2010
National Association for Bilingual
Education
39th Annual Conference
Denver, CO
www.nabe.org
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Internet blogs are rich sources of information for translators
and interpreters. They allow users to post questions,
exchange ideas, network, and to read news and commentary on a specific subject. The topics featured in this column
are actual blog postings concerning issues pertinent to your
colleagues in the field today. Readers are encouraged to
explore the many links provided at the end for additional
material on the subjects being discussed. For more blog listings, visit www.atanet.org/careers/blog_trekker.php.

Blog Trekker I Feel Like I’ve Read
This Somewhere
Before…
(Posted June 17, 2008, by Corinne
McKay on Thoughts on Translation,
http://thoughtsontranslation.com)

Last night I was working on a
translation of a news article that contained a quote from an expert. I
Googled the quote to see if it
appeared in English somewhere on
the Web. Interestingly enough, what
popped up was a translation of the
entire article. Enter a dilemma, and
one that has various ethical and financial gradations. In this case, I was able
to talk to my client on the phone and
explain the situation. Since the translation was a rush job and due in a few
hours, we decided that I would simply
go ahead and do the translation as if the
online version did not exist. However,
the situation is not always this clear. The
following are a few “déjà lu” (already
read!) experiences I encountered and
how I handled them.
Situation: You find a translation of
your document online. Some people
would argue that if the client is not
willing to spend a few minutes
searching for an existing translation, it
is not unfair to go ahead and translate
the document and charge the client for
it. Personally, I always alert the client
in a situation like this and offer to stop
translating and be paid only for what I
have already done, because if the
existing translation is high-quality, it
seems like a waste of effort to produce
another one.
Situation: You have previously translated a document that is very similar to
what you are working on, but for

Learn about ATA’s Latest
Member Benefit
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another client. Here, I think that it is a
case of “leveraging your previous
work,” and it is fair to charge the client
your full rate. I have run into this situation with insurance contracts, where
two different clients sent me two insurance contracts that were 90% similar
because they were issued by the same
company. My take on this: when you
have your will written up, the attorney
does not charge less because she
already has boilerplate documents prepared. As long as the document is for
another client, I do not see a problem
with charging full price.
Situation: You have previously translated a document that is very similar
to what you are working on, and it
was for the same client. Here, I am
inclined to err on the side of honesty.
I would probably explain the situation to the client and offer to charge
by the hour for reviewing the new

document and making the changes. I
think it is a little greedy to ask a client
to pay you for 8,000 words when they
already paid you to translate 7,500 of
the same words.
Situation: You are translating a corporate document, and the text, or
something close to it, is already on the
company’s website. I think this issue
can be argued from both sides. In one
sense, the company should be
checking that it does not already have
a translation of what it is sending out.
In another sense, if the document is
sent out for translation, there may be a
reason the company wants a new or
different translation. I would probably
verify with the client, but I do not
think it is absolutely dishonest not to.

Related

Blogs and Links
Translation Times
www.translationtimes.blogspot.com

Plagiarism Today
www.plagiarismtoday.com

Plagiarism.org
www.plagiarism.org
(Note: This is intended for informational purposes only, not as an
endorsement of an individual or company.)
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Send your news to Jeff Sanfacon at
jeff@atanet.org or American Translators Association, 225
Reinekers Lane, Suite 590, Alexandria, VA 22314.

Member News

• Tereza d’Avila Braga’s interview
with Sérgio Xavier, personal interpreter to President Luiz Inacio
Lula da Silva of Brazil, was cited
in ISTOÉ independente, the
Brazilian news magazine. The
interview was originally published
in the September 2004 issue of
PLDATA, newsletter of ATA’s
Portuguese Language Division.
• CETRA, Inc., of Elkins Park,
Pennsylvania, has been ranked as
one of 2009’s top 100 fastest
growing, privately held businesses
in the Philadelphia region by the
Philadelphia 100, a joint project of
the Wharton Small Business
Development Center, the Entrepre neurs Forum of Greater Phila -

delphia, and the Philadelphia
Business Journal. This is the
second year in a row CETRA has
been included in the ranking.
• Mark Herman and Ronnie Apter
have had two of their translations
performed: Smetana’s comic opera
Two Widows in New York City, and
Rachmaninoff’s Six Choral Songs
for Treble Voices in England. The
Rachmaninoff work was published
in May as a dual-language pianovocal score by Musica Russica in
San Diego. They also contributed
to the projected English captions
for Charpentier’s opera Louise at
the 2009 Spoleto Festival USA.
In addition, they recently published
their translations of two poems by

Translation: Getting it Right
“By applying even half the tips
in this guide, you will improve
your chances of getting a
translation that works.”

Italian Nobel-prize winner Eugenio
Montale (“Aah!” and “The Eel”) in
Corno Inglese: An Anthology of
Eugenio Montale’s Poetry in
English Translation, edited with an
introduction by Marco Sonzogni
(Edizioni Joker, 2009).
• Language Line Services was
awarded the 2009 “For the Good of
the Profession” Award by the
Nebraska Association for Translators and Interpreters (NATI)
during NATI’s Recognition and
Awards Banquet at Bellevue
University, in Bellevue, Nebraska.

Translat
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Translation: Getting it Right is an ATA client
education booklet available in print and online.
ATA members can order up to 100 copies at no
cost. To download a PDF copy of this booklet,
visit www.atanet.org.
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Success by Association

Mediterranean Editors and
Translators (MET) is a nonprofit association for translators and editors in
the Mediterranean and southern
European area who provide language
support for international communication in English. Much of its members’
work involves science, but MET also
facilitates academic and professional
communication in finance, culture, politics, business, law, and non-governmental organizations.

Mission
The association provides a forum
where language consultants in its geographic area can exchange information
in the interest of improving their
ability to meet clients’ needs in a
variety of disciplines. To accomplish
this goal, MET strives to:

Quick

Facts

Mediterranean Editors and
Translators

• Established: 2006
• Website:
www.metmeetings.org

• Identify local expertise in language
support and to help experts share
their knowledge with a wider audience.
• Help users of language support
services locate appropriate solutions to their needs and promote
mutual understanding between suppliers and users of these services.

Member Benefits
• Maintain a stable network and
means to hold events for Englishlanguage consultants.
• Communicate knowledge that can
contribute to improving the quality
of language support services available in the Mediterranean.
• Serve as a conduit for exchanging
information among language consultants in its geographic area and
those in other parts of the world.
• Stimulate research in Mediter ranean communities on the needs
of academics, scientists, and those
in other disciplines.

ONLINE
NOW
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Benefits include:
• Listing in the association’s searchable online member database.

• E-mail:
membership@metmeetings.org

– ITI Bulletin (magazine of the
Institute of Translation and Interpreting); and
– The Linguist (magazine of the
Chartered Institute of Linguists).
• Discounted registration at certain
conferences offered by MET’s
sister associations.
(Note: Please check website, as benefits
vary according to membership category.)

Additional Information
For complete information, please
visit www.metmeetings.org.

• Access to postings about events,
courses, and job openings.
• Access to MET’s special interest
groups and projects.
• Discounted subscriptions to:
– The Write Stuff (magazine of the
European Medical Writers
Association);

Bureau of Labor Statistics
Career Guide to Industries
2008-2009 Edition
www.atanet.org/careers/index.php

ATA’s chapters and its affiliates, along
with other groups, serve translators and
interpreters, providing them with industry
information, networking opportunities,
and support services. This column is
designed to serve as a quick resource highlighting the valuable contributions these
organizations are making to the profession.

ATA’s Client Outreach Kit and
Skill Modules
www.atanet.org/client_outreach
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For more information
about the courses or
to sign up, visit our
website or call us at
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Compiled by

Dictionary Review

Peter A. Gergay
PGergay@aol.com

Online Music Glossaries: A Survey Reviewed by: Emily Banwell

As one might

expect, the
process of evaluating monolingual
online glossaries is quite different
from reviewing a published dictionary. For one thing, an initial
survey of Web resources turns up
myriad sites, each claiming to provide
some kind of useful information.
Thus, the process of finding reputable
and thorough online sources begins
with two steps: 1) customizing the
search; and 2) setting standards to
determine a site’s accuracy.
Providing a survey of monolingual
online music glossaries is an intriguing
proposition. Music is a very broad category, and translators might have any
number of reasons to conduct research
in this field, including translating a
program for a symphony performance,
a press release from a musical instrument manufacturer, or a technical document about recording techniques.
Since the category is so broad, it was
no great surprise when an initial search
on Google for the term “music glossary” resulted in more than 17 million
hits. A closer look at this overwhelming assortment reveals three distinct categories to help narrow down
the options: 1) workable general-use
glossaries; 2) specialized terminology;
and 3) sites that are superficial, misleading, or simply defective.

Sites to Avoid
The last of these categories is, of
course, the easiest to identify as well
as the most entertaining, and unfortunately the most common. For the sake
of space, I will limit myself to just a
few comments. First, the sites with the
most obvious names are often the
least useful. For example, musicglos
sary.net and musicglossary.com both
feature fairly superficial terminology
lists, dubious copywriting, and even
promotional offers—clear warning
signs that a glossary does not have a
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professional or academic audience in
mind. A closer look at musicglos
sary.net reveals multiple, nearly identical entries submitted by a variety of
largely unfiltered users. Terminology
searches within the “online dictionary”—apparently the same thing
as the “music glossary,” though two
search boxes are provided—return a
list of all entries no matter what term
is typed into the box. The second site,
musicglossary.com, is very general
and contains a limited number of
entries (less than 300 terms), while
offering “links to resources such as
music lessons, music t-shirts, music
gifts, music party favors and supplies,
and much more.”

work, as long as these do not create
misinformation or call the quality of
the content into question. Cross-referencing is, of course, always advisable.
The technical aspect can also be a
deterrent to using online glossaries.
As seen on musicglossary.net, inefficient search functions and imprecise
results are a major hindrance, as are
broken links and the dreaded “404
Not Found” message, which is often
an indication that the site is not being
regularly maintained and updated.

General Music Glossaries
Now for the good news: some of
the music sites out there are genuinely
useful, and they cover a wide range of

The process of finding reputable and thorough online
sources begins with two steps: 1) customizing
the search; and 2) setting standards to
determine a site’s accuracy.
It is difficult to pinpoint every
warning sign of a bad online glossary
in this space, but suffice it to say that
a site optimistically claiming, as
musicglossary.net does, that one can
“use this site to find out definitions of
particular terms related to music and
to find out what they mean” is probably not going to be helpful for a professional translator. Still, while gross
typographical and grammatical errors
show an obvious lack of concern for
the site’s content, typos can and do
occur even in the best-researched
glossaries. I would advise overlooking a few more typos than might
be acceptable in an edited, published

material. In general, they are not as
extensive as published dictionaries,
but they do tend to avoid filler and
focus on relevant musical terms. One
benefit of the online medium is the
capability to include audio and video
files, as well as links to additional
information. Below are a few of the
better sites I found.
Music Encyclopedia
www.musicaviva.com/encyclopedia
This site is probably the most
extensive example of just how useful
some of these online references can
be. A search for terms beginning with
“A” retrieves 788 items, and users can
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either search for a specific term or
browse by letter. The site is currently
being updated to allow searches by
category as well: instruments, people
(composers, musicians, etc.), theory,
notation, and technique.
When users browse the site, brief
definitions (i.e., “magical drum: see
djembe”) are displayed immediately
next to each term. In most cases,
clicking on the definition provides
additional information, such as a picture, links to other sites or, for instruments, details about their place in the
“instruments family tree.” In the case
of the “magical drum,” clicking on the
“djembe” hyperlink produces a
lengthier definition:
“Also spelled djambe. African
drum, not unlike the better-known
Latin-American conga. The known
history of the djembe goes as far
back as to the 12th-century Mali
empire of West Africa, and has
remained an important and popular
drum all over West Africa, and particularly within the tribal families of
the Bambra, Mandingo, and
Malinke cultures. Recently, it has
gained increasingly more popularity
all over the world as an alternative
to the conga. The djembe is occasionally referred to as the ‘Magical
Drum’ or the ‘Healing Drum.’”
The Music Encyclopedia is a good
general resource that gives users the
opportunity to explore terms in
greater depth.
Virginia Tech Multimedia
Music Dictionary
www.music.vt.edu/musicdictionary
This extensive site provides
Quicktime audio files with the pronunciation of each term. This feature may
slow users down, depending on their
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computer’s capacity—even with an
updated machine, waiting to hear each
word’s audio clip may take more time
than a translator is willing to invest.
Still, the pronunciation is consistently
good, if occasionally veering into the
absurd (“pee-pee,” the speaker faith-

the late 1970s, which effectively
wiped progressive rock off the face
of the musical map.”
Mixed metaphors and the author’s
opinions about prog rock aside, however, the entry does provide a clear

The sites with the most obvious names are
often the least useful.
fully recites when the user clicks on
“pp,” and for “pppppp”: “Six p’s”).
Definitions, while generally brief, also
include photos, audio examples, and
often videos of the musical instrument,
piece, or technique being defined, as
well as copious links to other informative sources.
The Virginia Tech site defines
approximately 200 terms under the
letter “A”—from ASCAP to Auftakt to
amphibrach—but there are some
redundancies. For example, “accord,”
“accorde,” and “accordo” each have a
separate entry, and “accel.” and
“accelerando” are given their own
entries as well. It might have been
more productive to create a single
entry for such items and note the
abbreviations or language of origin
within the definition. Also, a few of the
terms provide links for more information, but lack definitions (e.g., “agogo
bells,” “podatus,” and “punk rock.”).
Finally, some of the entries, while
informative, are not entirely objective.
Under “progressive rock,” for instance,
the entry reads:
“The prog movement was a ripe
target for the punk revolution of

sense of the relationship between
these two genres. Overall, this site has
some technical drawbacks but is a
good place to find and investigate a
large number of musical terms.
Essentials of Music Glossary
www.essentialsofmusic.com/
glossary/d.html
This site gives short, clear definitions. These definitions are not in-depth,
and no etymology is provided, but there
are a number of useful audio links.
Solomon’s Music Glossary
www.solomonsmusic.net/glossary.htm
This site bills itself as a resource for
technical musical terms, and it provides
definitions for less common terms—the
kinds of things that might actually come
in handy for a translation project. The
site includes more than 1,000 terms,
which is not an enormous figure, but the
entries are extensive. For example,
entries under “P” include “pandiatonic,”
“passacaglia,” and “picardy third.” This
is certainly more useful than many of
the sites that masquerade as glossaries,
but restrict themselves to items like
“pianissimo” and “pitch shift.”
¬
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Dictionary Review Continued

World Music Central
http://worldmusiccentral.org/doku
wiki/doku.php/musical_instruments
World Music Central’s goal is to
shed light on “the world of music” in
general. The site defines and describes a
large number of musical instruments,
from the accordion to the akadinda
(there are 75 instruments beginning
with “A”). Unlike Solomon’s site, the
glossary does not display definitions
next to each word; rather, users must
click on each term to access the definition, then return to the main word list to
see another term. This is somewhat
impractical for browsing, but fine for
looking up a specific term. World Music

viding substantive information about
Bump-Ditty, the Chubby Dragon, and
the Tubaphone. This, as well as a complete list of all the sites mentioned here
can be found at the end of this review,
and are too numerous to describe in
detail. Below are a few sample sites
with terms and definitions to show
what users can expect from these types
of glossaries.
Afropop Glossary
www.afropop.org/explore/
glossary.php
This glossary includes approximately 100 entries, defining genres
and instruments across Africa. A few

Translators looking for more specialized topics in music
are in luck when it comes to online resources.
Central also includes an equally large
number of music genres, as well as
extensive lists of international artists,
record companies, festivals, and venues.

Specialized Glossaries
Translators looking for more specialized topics in music are in luck
when it comes to online resources. The
Internet is ideally suited for niche markets, and anyone with a specialized
interest can post his or her insider
knowledge on the topic. As always,
caution is advised, but decent glossaries can be found for medieval
music, cognition theory, Afropop,
Indian music, classical music, theory,
music collectors, electronic music, and
experimental or pop music, among
many others. There is even a very
detailed and informative Banjo
Glossary—“For those who want to
know but don’t want to ask”—pro-
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examples illustrate the wide variety of
topics in this glossary:
• Firqua: Egyptian film orchestra
consisting of traditional North
African instruments and, from the
1920s on, violins and other
Western instruments.
• Sintir: Large plucked-string lute
played by Gnawa musicians,
mostly in Morocco. The instrument
has a single fat string, a drum-like
sound box, and a removable resonator that adds a buzzing sound to
its low, resonant notes.
Einstein’s Guide to
Experimental Music
www.roulette.org/guide/guide/php/
glossary
Sponsored by Roulette, an organization supporting experimental music,

this is a less academic, subjective, but
not necessarily inaccurate, glossary.
The site provides irreverent definitions
of terms ranging from “alternative”
(“Defanged art-world and lifestyle
adjective still useful for politically correct final reports and press releases”) to
“avant-garde” (“All-time, award-winning, kiss-of-death signifier”).
Medieval Music Glossary
http://people.vanderbilt.edu/
~cynthia.cyrus/ORB/orbgloss.htm
Last revised in 1999, this site is an
example of a small, well-written
glossary that makes good use of links
for cross-referencing. A sample definition: “Plagal mode: a melody is in
a plagal mode when its notes range
on either side of the final. See mode.
An introduction to church modes is
also available.”
Rhythm and Meter in
Tonal Music Glossary
www.music.indiana.edu/som/
courses/rhythm/glossary.html
Coordinated by Dr. Gary Wittlich
during his 1995-1996 graduate music
seminar at Indiana University, this site
is a good place to learn about the
accent pathétique, prime and nonprime dissonant structures, and the
Great Nineteenth-Century Rhythm
Problem (“The danger of too unrelievedly duple a hypermetrical pattern, of too consistent and unvarying a
phrase structure [Rothstein, 1989:
184-5]”). References and links are
provided for most definitions.
Seventh Day Adventist Glossary of
Electronic Music Terms
(Located under “Info¡Technical¡
Glossary of Electronic Music
Terms”)
http://digitalhymnal.org/dhindex.cfm
Updated in 2004, this site includes
approximately 500 terms and pro-
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vides clear technical descriptions with
plenty of detail. For example: “ADSR:
Attack/decay/sustain/release, the four
segments of a common type of synthesizer envelope. The controls for
these four parameters determine the
duration (or in the case of sustain, the
height) of the segments of the envelope. See envelope.”

You Just Never Know
While these glossaries are so specialized that the average translator
will probably not bookmark them for
everyday use, you never know what
might come across your desk. If you
find yourself needing to know the difference between the conga and Congo
music, anacrusis and anapest, or a
madrigal and a Minnesang, it is comforting to know that the answers are
readily available. Furthermore, the
general-purpose glossaries described
here are, for the most part, easy to use
and provide an excellent starting point
for additional in-depth research.

Links to Music Glossaries
General Music Glossaries
Essentials of Music Glossary
www.essentialsofmusic.com/glossary/d.html

Music Encyclopedia
www.musicaviva.com/encyclopedia

Solomon’s Music Glossary
www.solomonsmusic.net/glossary.htm

Virginia Tech Multimedia Music Dictionary
www.music.vt.edu/musicdictionary

World Music Central
http://worldmusiccentral.org/dokuwiki/doku.php/musical_instruments

Specialized Music Glossaries
Afropop Glossary
www.afropop.org/explore/glossary.php

Banjo Glossary
http://home.comcast.net/~jchumley/banjo/bnjoglos.htm

Emily Banwell is an ATA-certified
German¡English translator. In addition to
ATA, she is a member of the American
Literary Translators Association. She has a
PhD in German literature from the
University of California, Berkeley, where
she was employed as a lecturer for several
years. She currently works as a freelance
translator. She has translated numerous
nonfiction books, including a collaborative
work on the recordings of Sonny Rollins.
Other published translations include selfhelp books, a children’s book, academic
articles, and several coffee-table books.
Contact: ebanwell@gmail.com.
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Einstein’s Guide to Experimental Music
www.roulette.org/guide/guide/php/glossary

Medieval Music Glossary
http://people.vanderbilt.edu/~cynthia.cyrus/ORB/orbgloss.htm

Rhythm and Meter in Tonal Music Glossary
www.music.indiana.edu/som/courses/rhythm/glossary.html

Seventh Day Adventist Glossary of Electronic Music Terms
http://digitalhymnal.org/dhindex.cfm
(Located under “Info¡Technical¡Glossary of Electronic Music Terms”)
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The Translation Inquirer

Do you remember

John Decker

my
March 2006 column (page 49) where I
praised to the skies the idea of a translator having a dual-screen monitor
arrangement to work with? I am still
satisfied to the point of smugness with
mine. Now comes news from an

Alaskan company called gScreen that
the first dual-screen laptop computer,
called Spacebook, will appear either at
the end of 2009 or early in 2010.
Cough up about $3,000 and it could be
yours.

New Queries

mapping definitions are imported for
TDM Extension Side Avaya CDR.”
Please supply the Russian.

(E-D 10-09.1) A “surge circuit,” part
of the circuitry for a plant protection
system, was the focus of this Englishto-Dutch query. Here is some more
context: “surge circuit for accelerating
K1…K8.” Any ideas?
(E-I 10-09.2) What is “chamber
whitening” in the context of dentistry?
Italian was needed for the term, which
came from this quote: “Do not use the
product in case of hypersensitivity
against its constituents and for closing
inlays requiring very strong and tight
filling, e.g., inlays with preparations
for chamber whitening.” Give it a try.
(E-Pt 10-09.3) This query has to do
with the buses you find in microelectronics. “Track-resistant epoxy castresin” posed a problem. Part of the
paragraph in which this appeared read
thus: “All buses shall be copper with
silver plated joints. Bus shall be insulated with a track-resistant epoxy
cast-resin and mineral filler mixture.”
(E-R 10-09.4) In telephony, what on
earth are the “Avaya CDR TDM
Extension Side” and “Trunk Side?” I
will provide every last word of the context for this because of the difficulty
level: “In the example below, the
telephony environment is Avaya TSAPI
TDM Extension Side, and the mapping
for 10 channels are defined as follows….” and “In this example, channel
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(E-Sp 10-09.5) “Recordables” could
be almost anything, but there must be
some way to get a better idea about
this word as one in a list of isolated
items related to job safety. Other items
in the list are “lost time,” “first aid
cases,” “near miss accidents,” “at-risk
behaviors,” and “gaps in operation discipline.” A reasonable notion of what
this is, please, plus the Spanish for it.
(F-E 10-09.6) In a medical document,
étalement proved troublesome. Here is
the quote that may unlock how to
render it into English: Macroscopie: 1.
Étalement séparé 2. 7.5 ml de liquide
rougeâtre mucoïde et visqueux à partir
duquel un étalement et une inclusion
sont pratiqués. Can you help?
(G-I [E] 10-09.7) In the field of engineering support structures, what is
Zylinderstuhlung? The quote provided
by the stumped translator going into
Italian was: Die Aufnahme der
Abhebevorrichtungen, Führungen und
Gegenlager erfolgt auf der vorhandenen Zylinderstuhlung, und soweit
weitere Stützkonstruktionen notwendig
sind, gehören diese zum Lieferumfang.
(Ma-E 10-09.8) For the first time in
my 16+ years, Macedonian is welcomed to this column. It is a civil engi-

Abbreviations
used with this column

A-Arabic
D-Dutch
E-English
[E]–English
acceptable as an
answer, the
original query did
not involve English
F-French
G- German

Gr-Greek
H-Hungarian
I-Italian
Lv-Latvian
Ma-Macedonian
Po-Polish
Pt- Portuguese
R- Russian
Ro-Romanian
Sp- Spanish

neering query about njkgjdjl. The
context phrase is gjkfuf¥t yf tythutncrb rf,kb gjrhfj wtdjdjlb b
njgjdjlb. Good luck to those who are
able to handle this!
(Pt-E 10-09.9) In the area of oil hardware, what are malhas de controle?
The sentence fragment that includes
these is: embora alguns aspectos associados com a interação entre estas
malhas de controle serão abordados.
(R-A [E] 10-09.10) In the science of
grasses and shrubs, zctym nhfdzybcnsq appeared, for which an Arabic
equivalent is wanted. English is perfectly acceptable.
(Sp-E 10-09.11) There was something
about the phrase Prima de titularidad
that led a translator to believe it to be a
bonus for having achieved a professorship of some kind, but nothing definitive in English could be found. This is
likely to be specific to Venezuela.
What is it?

Replies to Old Queries
(E-Gr 3-09.2) (respite options) Alexis
Takvorian and Kim Braithwaite ¬
The ATA Chronicle
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noticed the same thing regarding the
response to this. The final “s” in Greek
(as opposed to the mid-word “s”) was
incorrectly typed in this column when
response time came. The final “s”
looks like ς in Greek, not ζ (zeta).
(E-H 7-09.3) (brand integrity): For
Andras Kiss, it is márkatisztaság. He
would translate the entire phrase found
on page 46 of the July issue as
együttmıködik a rendészeti hatóságokkal a márkatisztasággal kapcsolatos
ügyekben. Peter Gergay suggests
márkavédelem (literally “brand protection”). Brand integrity means that the
brand’s promise is honest, the brand
behaves consistently in all of its communications, and the brand’s fundamental purpose, if fulfilled, yields a
positive result in the lives of those who
use it. Gabe Bokor does not prefer a literal translation, but cites márkaintegritás, which almost caused the
Translation Inquirer to think that
learning Hungarian might not be so
hard after all.
(E-Po 8-09.2) (short arc gap): If this is
a continuous arc, as in welding, says
Piotr Graff, then wàski rozstaw elektrod
is applicable. If it is intermittent, as in
spark plugs, then wàska przerwa
iskrowa is appropriate. Piotr says that it
is usually a “narrow arc” gap in English.
(E-R 6-09.3) (fire at the outskirts):
Sonia Melnikova-Raich points out that in
material safety data sheets, the standard
wording in English to cover this situation
is “Keep away from flames, sparks, or
hot surfaces.” In Russian, it is Cnhjuj
djcghtoftncz [hfybnm b bcgjkmpjdfnm
d,kbpb juyz> bcrhzob[ ghtlvtnjd bkb
ujhzxb[ gjdth[yjcntq. This rendering to
include “fire at the outskirts” is probably
an inept translation from Japanese, perhaps even a machine translation.
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(F-G [E] 8-09.6) (voies de service):
Cheryl Fain provided both the German
(Versorgungsstrassen) and the English
(“service roads”) for this, for which
we thank her.
(G-E 6-09.5) (Butterkipfel-Teigling):
A Teigling, says Marian Comenetz, is
a factory-produced, pre-shaped,
ready-to-use piece of raw dough, fresh
or frozen. Butterkipfel are butter croissants. Therefore, the middle sentence
on page 42 of the June issue should be
translated as “In 1975, xxx managed
to come up with their first frozen
butter croissant dough.”
(G-F [E] 7-09.4) (stand stark im
Zeichen): As a query, this is a conflation of two phrases that ought to be
separated by a comma, says Marian
Comenetz. Her rendering: “Building
activity continued strong, influenced
by burgeoning tourism.”
(I-F [E] 7-09.6) (al rifiorire): Expanding
to include a little more than just these
two words, Paul DeFrancesco renders
it as “monument to the reflourishing
of the Old Masters-inspired workshop.”
(I-Ro [E] 7-09.7) (collegio sindacale):
Paul DeFrancesco calls this a “Board
of Statutory Auditors.”
(Lv-E 7-09.8) (jodofila flora) Shifra
Kilov answered this to everyone’s satisfaction in another forum, but here it
is again: “iodophilic microorganisms”
or “iodophilic flora,” meaning flora or
microorganisms sensitive to iodine.
(Sp-E 11-08.12) (La parte actora pretende que toda alimentaria recaiga a
cargo del suscrito): Boy, this query
has staying power: respondents are
still sending stuff in about this, even
about items other than the 11 words

that formed the query! Susan
Greenblatt says that in this context,
alimentaria means pension alimentaria, which is “alimony or child support or maintenance.” It does not refer
directly to food.
(Sp-E 6-09.8) (Licencia liviana, NIT,
DUI, ISSS): Susan Greenblatt explains
that Licencia liviana is a type of
driver’s license with the following
explanatory sentence: Autoriza a su
titular para conducir vehículos con
capacidad de hasta treinta pasajeros y
hasta cinco toneladas de peso. NIT is
Número de Identificación Tributaria
(“taxpayer identification number”).
DUI is documento único de identidad,
the national identity card. ISSS is
Instituto Salvadoreño de Seguro
Social, the health care system for
people who are formally employed. It
used to also include the pension
system. Marian Comentz calls
Licencia liviana “regular driver’s
license” or “light driver’s license.”
(Sp-I [E] 7-09.10) (puente doble):
Gerardo García Ramos, George
Braun, Jennifer De La Cruz, Gonzalo
Ordóñez, Gabe Bokor, and Graciela
Daichman all echo Ellie de la Bandera
from last month’s column in saying
that the context definitely was suggestive of puente doble being a “double
bypass.” Val Almosnino prefers
“double shunt.” Gerardo Garcia Ramis
suggests bypass aortocoronarico
doppio for the Italian, while Gabe
Bokor has seen doppio bypass on
Italian websites, and Gonzalo Ordóñez
suggests doppio ponte.
(Sp-Po [E] 8-09.10) (Real Audiencia
de México): Mark Herman calls this
the “High Royal Court of Colonial
Mexico.” The word Audiencia was
Continued on p. 45
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Humor and Translation

Mark Herman
hermanapter@
cmsinter.net

Going, Going, Gone!
“Chief Marie Smith Jones, the last
native speaker of the Eyak language, passed away on January 21,
2008. […] Eyak was a branch of
the Na-Dené Native American language family that was spoken only
in south central Alaska near the
Copper River. Eyak’s decline is
attributed to the spread of English
as well as rising contact with the
Tlingit tribe. The two cultures
merged and the Tlingit language
eventually dominated.”
(From ATA Newsbriefs, January
2009, www.atanet.org/newsbriefs)
“Kids Group Teaches Ojibwe
Language [to try to prevent the language’s extinction]”
(Headline in The Morning Sun,
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan,
January 30, 2009)

According to a recently
published book, One Thousand
Languages: Living, Endangered, and
Lost (Berkeley: The University of
California Press, 2008), edited by
Peter K. Austin, there are more than
6,000 languages now in use around
the world, and as many as 90% may
have no native speakers within a century. Ninety-six percent of those
6,000 languages are spoken by only
4% of the people, and many minority
languages are endangered. There is an
implicit assumption in the book that
language loss is inevitable, because
languages with few speakers tend to
have even fewer speakers with each
succeeding generation, as children
abandon the language of their parents
for those that are more prestigious or
simply more useful because more
people speak them. Also, even a prestigious and widely used language,
such as Latin, can be supplanted and
have no more native speakers. And so,
as many languages as possible should
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be described in as much detail as possible, and dictionaries compiled,
before the languages are irrevocably
lost. Austin’s fascinating book, with
its many illustrations and maps, is a
nonscholarly attempt to begin doing
just that, by describing, at least cursorily, not 1,000 but about 600 of the
languages of the world.
As the book makes plain, dialects
and languages are often hard to distinguish, and the distinctions are often
political rather than linguistic. The
Yiddish humorist Max Weinrich,
quoted in the book, was probably correct when he said: “a language is a
dialect with an army and a navy.”
The book also makes clear that
English does not begin to exhaust the
many possible characteristics that a
language can exhibit. For example,
English differentiates verb forms
according to person, tense, and mood
(indicative and subjunctive). Slavic
verbs are also differentiated with
respect to aspect, which determines
such things as whether an action is
considered to be ongoing or to last
only a limited time. But some languages also exhibit the very undemocratic feature of deferentiality, in
which different verb forms indicate
the relative social positions of the
speaker and listener. And some languages exhibit the very democratically useful feature, at least for
political reportage, of evidentiality, in
which different verb forms indicate if
the speaker has first-hand knowledge
that the statement is true, or if it was
reported by a reliable witness and
therefore probably true, or if it has not
been reliably attested. And the verbs
in some languages agree with their
objects rather than with their subjects.
English has several registers,
including formal, informal, colloquial,
slang, and obscene, but all are recognizable divisions of a single language.

Herman is a librettist and translator. Submit items for future
columns via e-mail to hermanapter@cmsinter.net or via
snail mail to Mark Herman, 1409 E Gaylord Street,
Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858-3626. Discussions of the
translation of humor and examples thereof are preferred,
but humorous anecdotes about translators, translations,
and mistranslations are also welcome. Include copyright
information and permission if relevant.

But some languages are really multiple languages, in which the written
form, at least for such things as poems
and religious tracts, is very different
from the spoken form. Avoidance languages take this one step further: special forms of the language are spoken
only by or to certain people. For
example, Hlonipha, a form of Zulu, is
spoken only by married women, and
Jalnguy, a form of Guwal, an endangered Australian language, is only
spoken to opposite sex in-laws.
English employs tones: the pitch
frequently rises at the end of a question. But English is not considered a
tonal language, like Chinese or
Navajo, where the tones imparted to
words change their meaning. And
then there are languages in which
wordless tones can also have
meaning. For example, some native
Mexican languages have meaningful
whistles, and Tiv, spoken in Nigeria
and some surrounding areas, conveys
specific messages via musical instruments, including drums.
The first full chapter of the book
deals with “world” languages, the 11
languages with 100 million or more
speakers. In order of descending numbers of speakers, these are Chinese
Mandarin, English, Hindi, Spanish,
Russian, Bengali, Arabic, Portuguese,
French, German, and Japanese. It is
interesting that Mandarin, which has
few second-language speakers outside
China, still outnumbers English, for
which more than half the speakers are
second-language speakers in countries
that are not primarily English-speaking.
The remaining chapters discuss the
languages, other than the “world” languages, spoken in different geographical areas of the world, with two final
chapters for languages that are endangered and extinct. “Extinct” is defined
as having no native speakers, regardless
of religious or other use. Thus, Latin is
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regarded to be as extinct as the Etruscan
that Latin replaced.
The two topics I find most interesting are isolates, that is, languages
that cannot be related to any other language, and languages with extreme
features. One isolate not in danger of
extinction is Basque, spoken on the
Spanish side of the western Pyrenees,
where it has official recognition, and
on the French side, where it has none.
Another is Burushaski, spoken by
about 90,000 speakers in northern
Pakistan and a much smaller number in
India. An isolate close to extinction is
Ainu, with only a few elderly speakers
on Hokkaido Island in northern Japan.
Except for isolates, all languages are
members of language families, each
with many members, or even subfamilies, many of which also have several
members. English, of course, is a
member of the Germanic sub-family of
the Indo-European family, a sub-family
with 10 recognized individual lan-

guages. But there are at least four IndoEuropean languages that are each entire
sub-families unto themselves: Albanian,
Armenian, Greek, and Romani.
A language with notably extreme
features is Navajo, a language so
impenetrable to non-native speakers
that a version of it was used as a code in
the Pacific during World War II. Navajo
has consonants that are plain, aspirated,
and ejective (articulated by closing the
flow of air and suddenly releasing it). It
has nasalization, tone, polysyllabic
words, object nouns grouped into a
variety of shapes and substances, and
verbs that distinguish person, tense, and
22 (!) different aspects.
Here are examples of other languages with extreme features:
• Sesotho, a Bantu language of
South Africa, with 40 consonants.
• Ubykh, a language of the northern
Caucasus that became extinct only

in 1992, with 83 consonants.
• Khoekhoegowab, a possibly endangered language of Namibia, which
has at least 20 distinct click
sounds, each an actual phoneme
capable of distinguishing one word
from another.
• Mandarin Chinese, where each sentence is a string of monosyllables.
• Murrinh-Patha, a language of the
Northern Territory of Australia,
where whole sentences can be
expressed as a single multi-syllabic word.
• Fulani, spoken along the entire
Sahel from Mauritania to Sudan,
which has 25 classes of nouns.
And we have not even begun to
talk about writing systems.

The Translation Inquirer Continued from p. 43
used for such a body in the days when
Spain had colonies.
You respondents were most generous
with your time and research this past
month, and for that we all thank you!
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This column is solely intended as a means of facilitating a
general discussion regarding terminology choices. For feedback regarding pressing terminology questions, please try
one of these online forums: Lantra-L (www.geocities.com/
athens/7110/lantra.htm), ProZ.com (www.proz.com), or
Translators Café (http://translatorscafe.com).

Address your queries and responses to The Translation
Inquirer, 112 Ardmoor Avenue, Danville, Pennsylvania
17821, or fax them to (570) 275-1477. E-mail address:
jdecker@uplink.net. Please make your submissions by the
first of each month to be included in the next issue.
Generous assistance from Per Dohler, proofreader, is gratefully acknowledged.

February 3-6, 2010

April 22-24, 2010

National Association for Bilingual Education
39th Annual Conference
Denver, CO
www.nabe.org

American Translation & Interpreting
Studies Association
“The Sociological Turn in Translation and
Interpreting Studies”
New York City, NY
www.atisa.org
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DIRECTORY OF LANGUAGE SERVICES
To place an ad contact Matt Hicks at 215-321-9662, ext. 19 or mhicks@mcneill-group.com

Comprehensive Arabic

ÏËGh¥¸?Ï©¹¸?»É¹W
Solutions
• Translation & Localization

(Technical, medical, software & more)

• Translation Memory Tools
(Trados, Déjàvu)

• PC & Mac DTP
E-mail: translation@comnetint.com • www.translationstogo.com

501-I So. Reino Rd., #358, Newbury Park, CA 91320
Tel.: (818) 991-1277 • Fax: (805) 498-9955

Interpretation Equipment Rental
The best professional
technical translations,
especially for Euro, African
and Brazilian Portuguese.
Quality, reliability, speed. Let us
help you optimize your project.

www.cybertecusa.com
800.769.7891
Fax 908.245.5434
mail@cybertecusa.com

Transmitter/Receivers
Weekly or Monthly
Landmark Audio Technologies
Call 888-677-4387

Translators
WANTED!
In-house translators/Freelancers
Survey Questionnaire
http://translatorsdiscussionboard.com

Don’t get hung out to dry
Tips for cleaning up your online profile
A listing in ATA’s online Directory of Translation and Interpreting Services or the
Directory of Language Services Companies can be one of your most valuable member benefits.

Six Tips to Help You Make Contact
1. Check spelling, grammar, and punctuation.
2. Update your contact information, especially your e-mail address and phone numbers.
3. Use the “Additional Information” field, noting education and career experiences,
unusual specialties, and any dialects you can handle. By using a “keyword” search,
clients can find your services based on a set of very specific skills and experience.
4. List your areas of specialization.
5. Review your listing monthly to experiment with different wording or add new
information that may set you apart from others.
6. List non-English-to-non-English language combinations, such as Portuguese into Spanish
and French into Italian.
Make those updates online at www.atanet.org/onlinedirectories/update_profile.php.
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N A T I O N A L

S E C U R I T Y

A G E N C Y

NSA
NSA

DO YO U S P E AK T H E LAN G U AG E WE N EED THE M OST?
Understanding the world and its many languages is what helps NSA solve the Nation’s most
difficult challenges.
As a Language Analyst with NSA, your language proficiency and the understanding of nuance,
context, cultural overtones, and dialect will have a global impact in providing the fullest and
most accurate intelligence to U.S. policymakers, military commanders, and Intelligence
Community members.
If you’re ready for the responsibility, join NSA, and secure tomorrow today.

R
VE

SIT Y COM

> Ara b i c

> F ars i

> S ub-S aharan A frican

> C h in es e

> Pas ht u

> Turk is h

> D a ri

> Rus s ian

> Urdu

PA
NY

A B E S T DI

NSA has a critical need for individuals with the following language capabilities:

For a complete list of languages or to apply online, visit our Web site.

U.S. citizenship is required. NSA is an Equal Opportunity Employer. All applicants for employment are
considered without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, marital status, disability,
sexual orientation, or status as a parent.

www.NSA.go v/Ca r e e r s
WHER E IN T ELLIG EN CE GO E S TO WO R K ®

InterHub Technology
WWWINTERHUBTECHCOM s INFO INTERHUBTECHCOM

The

HUBis

HERE!

CONNECTING CLIENTS AND INTERPRETERS

SAFE - FAST - EFFECTIVE
User Friendly - Very!
See us at the ATA Conference in New York

)NTER(UB 4ECHNOLOGY s WWWINTERHUBTECHCOM s INFO INTERHUBTECHCOM

